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PREFACE 
The majority of functions used in technical and applied 
mathematics have originated as the results of investigating 
practical problems. The study of generalized Bessel functions 
(GBF) is not only useful for mathematics but for physics , 
engineering Science , Statistics and for technology also. One 
of the numerous concequence of group theoretic approach to 
special function is that for obtaining addition theorems and 
generating functions of special functions. Within the group 
theoretic context indeed a given class of special function 
appears as a set of matrix elements of irreducible 
representation of a given group. The algebric properties of 
the group are then reflected in the functional and 
differential equations satisfied by a given family of special 
functions whilst the geometry of the homogenous space 
determines the nature of the integral representation 
associated with that family. 
Generalised Bessel Functions ( GBF ) have powerful tool 
to investigate the dynamical aspects of physical problems. The 
analytical and numerical study of GBP's has revealed their 
11 
intereting properties , which in some cases can be regarded 
as an extension of the properties of the ordinary Bessel 
functions (BF) to two dimenssional domain. In this connection 
the relevance of GBF's and their multivariable extension in 
mathematical physics has been emphasized, since they provide 
analytical solution to partial differntial equations, such as 
multidimensional diffusion equations, schrodinger and Klein 
- Gordon equations. 
The analysis aimed at accounting for the wealth of 
properties exhibited by GBF's within the context of the group 
representation theory , which provides a unifying formalism 
where the theory of special functions can be formed in natural 
way. 
The dissertation has been divided into four chapters. The 
first chapter is further devided into two parts. Part A 
contains Lie groups, their representation and few 
prelimnary results. The primary tools needed to deduce our 
results are multiplied representation of local Lie groups and 
representation of Lie algebras by generalized Lie derivatives. 
In part B generalizations according to specific scheme of the 
111 
ordinary Bessel functions to two indices and two variables are 
given. It is evident that the other generalization of BF's a.rB 
possible to three or more variables or to three or more 
indices. The beautiful and insufficiently known area of 
analysis and its connection to group theory is used to obtain 
various properties, recurrence relations, generating functions 
integral representation and symmetry properties of GBF's. In 
the second chapter we discuss the structure of the group of 
tangentvectors to Lie group and its exponential mapping. We 
also show that the exponantial mapping of tangent vector is 
the differential of the exponential mapping of Lie group. 
Tn the third chapter , we use the group analysis method 
to obtain some new integrable second order ordinary 
differential equations both of the linear and non linear 
types. In chapterfourth, the connection of the GBF's with the 
theory of group ( group M(2) ) representation is given and to 
derive some new generating functionb J ( x, y, s ) by 
n 
constructing a five dimensional Lie algebra with the help of 
weisner's method by suitable Interpretations to the index(n) 
of the function. 
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I PRELIMINARIES 
Many of the mathematical functions such as 
cylindrical function, hypergeomatric function spheriacal and 
classical orthogonal polynomial, which arise in applied 
mathematics. Physics, Chemistry, Statistics and engineering 
are often called the special function of mathematical physics. 
The above mentioned special functions are associated with the 
name of Euler,Gauss Legendre, Gegenbauer, Jacobi, Hermite La 
guere , T chebycheff, Bessel, Laplace and others.With the 
words of Miller ," Special functions which arise in the study 
of mathematical models of physiacal phenomina and the 
identities which these functions obey are in many cases 
dictated by symmetry to the groups admitted by the model.[4] 
[29] [53] [61] [71] [86] [87] [92] 
The Bessel functions of integer order and their modified 
versions are encountered in such a large number of fields 
ranging from the abstract number theory to concreate problems 
in physics and engineering , that they are the normal 
mathematical background of scientists working either in pure 
and applied science [94] [86] [87] 
Tt is worth stressing that the interest of GBF has been 
originally manifested by the mathmatician during the first 
years of this century. Modified version and further 
generalization of GBF have also been introduced [3] [7] [15] 
[24] [26] [S6], stimulated by pure mathematical curiosity as 
well as by specific problem.In fact,as far as the applications 
of GBP's ars concerned, they frequently arise in problems of 
quantum electrodynamics and optics when the dipole 
approximation is inadequate and and higher order harmonics are 
involved [10] [25] [74] 
Several papers recently appeared for obtaining various 
properties related to G.B.F. ( See [5] [13] [14] [15] [16] 
[22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [55] [72] [73] [74] [75] 
The content of this chapter are as follows. In section 
1.1 the Lie group ( Global Lie group. Local Lie Group, Tangent 
vector, Commutater ) are introduced. Lie algebra and their 
homomorphism is given in section 1.2 ([2] [9] [12] [20][61]). 
The one parameter subgroup is also discussed in section 1.2 ( 
[10] [39] [59] [61] ) Local Lie transformation group , Lie 
derivative and Representation theory are given in sectionl.3. 
With the help of these results and definitions some useful 
results are given in section 1.4 . The B.F. and 6.B.F. are 
defined in sections 1.5 and 1.6 , In sections 1.7 and , 
(1.8), Bessel functions with two variables and one parameter 
and modified Bessel functions are studied. 
PART A 
LIE THEORY 
LiG thtDrj,', the theor/ of Lie groups. Lie algebras and 
their applications; is a fandaFisntal part of mathematics. it 
has been the focous of burgeoning research effort, and is now 
seen to rouch a tremendous spectrurr. of .T>atherr<etical areas 
nclud-.--.g gemotry (Classizal, di-f terential and algebraic) 
topolZ'Qv G^ "dir,a."-' and pa-'"tial dif"^erentia 1 equation spher-ical 
horiTionics r-eal and cowple , analys-s (of one and se-'eral 
va'--iable5i group and r-mg theor-. and Ph.-sics frorr classical to 
quant.-'iT, and relativistic Rechanism. "^ he aapiications of Lie 
t~'eory B'~e astrnnishing m their perasiver.ess and some tiff.es 
ir, thei - une pectedness. Cne of the most i.Trportant concepts 
uniting "fj-elds of MatneiTatics since "che f^ ^^ ddie of the 
nxnteenth Centur> is the notion of a trans forfr.ation group.;: 
Ercs-'ps appeared m Haths-'Stics in 133'.) is Galoj.s s theory as 
the groups of Perrrn..tations cf roots of a pel ynomial and hav'e 
teen used to resolve the classical pf-obiems of solving 
algebr'aic equations by radicals. 
^t ti-.e end of ]a&t cer-tury Marious soph.js Lie developed 
the ti'"eory of "contmuos transforiTiation group" which gav'e rise 
to the field now a days ^nown as tne theory of lie group. 
Marius sophus lie is fatnous as the •f'ounder ot Lie group. In 
1B6"^ ' - 18^0, while cenducting rBsearch with F.Klein a spher 
qeometf-/, a he developed the concept of contmuos groups. This 
d:-Eco--tr> <Aia5 a steeping stone for ^ l e m to complete his ideas 
for the Erlange~ progeram. 
The ic.ntmLiDS q.-"Oup tnat Lie dealt with are today celled 
the lie transtor'iT'ation group germs. With the free use of 
Qsc.'etf^c concepts and ana] ytic fr-ethods (especially the theory 
r.t .jj.f'•e--e!'rtial eqL..ations, he was atle to develop his theory, 
a .J v-it~ its appl ica tj.on, he was able to buildthe f oundatio-s 
of 5eciTetr/. He also applied it to the theory of differential 
eq_atior.£. This significance of his worl was not d_iiy 
a ^t r C(-l eccec Lintil after his deatn. J- his famous Erlange" 
prcc"'^ '~ 1'"' I'^f^Zl F.^ jieJ.rI defined geof^ -etry as a theory of 
ir-a-'ients of a cerLain ii ed transfori^iatj.on group. 
The ir. ,estiqatior of 5 Lie, ained at the use of groups m 
differential equ.aticrs b^ stbdyj.nn the structure O"' the 
1,-1 V ar-j.tr t griitp o"" a sjitao-e^ di f f ere^.tial ope^"ator. It was 
c._e to hin that the theory of contmous groups, ^ nown as Lie 
gro-.^s, KaE cf'eated the -"-orf of Lie showed also that the group 
theory 15 a basis of c 1 assii"ication to geornetf-v , mechanics and 
_n or-ji~arv ano partial dif f erent j.al equations. Lj.e's 
_n-'S^t j.gations were continued by E.Cartan who obtained 
f u" ca'T^ enta 1 theor-efT'S co-cerning the structus^e of se(r-i-si~iple 
L-LS gr--,_ips AriQ thej.r ho.T'Djsr.._(= spaceE. 
The nev;t stage of the application is group 
(reppesentation), theory began with the rise of quantum 
'-~er_r,nxzs the he-aid of this field we^ 'e H= WEYL and E. P. 
WI3r-'ER. It IS through their research that in 1920's the 
d_--ectior. and rate of developiTient of repipesentation theor/ was 
deterT,_L,-.6d by F'hi'Sics.Phy'sicists stir up interest in the 
r'e-er-ser.tation OT non-compact group and their results 
CD-cer-png "Physical" transf or-mations groups (E .F •l»Jlr46ER, 
1^3^', V.E-^R GHAr^ r*^  1^47) suggested ideas of general solutions 
which were developed m papers by J . M. BEEE:AND , G.MCCt-EY, 
H^RISH CHArjE'R'*^  arid others = As soon as the group concepts and 
'"sthcc '"ad penetrated into Physics, it becomtps natural and 
desirable to present in the same ¥*AV Special Function eoiplo/ed 
in t~e deseription of Physical models. 
It IT'SS E .F', W I N G E R who used representation theory as a 
•_.~ 1 fc-iT, method of studying special f_inctio~' However:; his 
lectc.rers deli'-ered at prmceton m 1"55 we.--e not published. 
The fif-st monographj-C presentation of the theory a special 
fur.ctior' by the methoc of reppesentation thecr<. was given b> 
N.J .VILENr irj (1R&5). Who made use of the outstanding 
achive~>sr.rs cf the gelfund school, irduding hiS own i-| the 
field of spherical functions. In 196S. J . D . T A L H A N published a 
boc4 based on Wlf-JGER'B Lectu.-es.- In the same year there appear 
a iTC'-.cg.-aph b, i^ '.MILLER', Who treated by .->niforiT. methods a 
particularly wade class of special functions. 
A giver, class of special function appear as the set c-f 
fT^tri crleTienrs cf irreduciable reppfisentatives of a given 
grr.up, Tt-e algebr-Aic properties of the group and its Lie 
aictbro c^ re the reflected in the functional and differential 
ecus^ ±o-,s satisfiec by a given farrnl- of special functions. 
Tns georst-y c--f the hofriogenious space, on the other hand 
j-pti. la~ce the ~-B'ti-.''-~s of tne integrax trans'^or/Tfation associated 
_ i _ 4-1 _ i - £ _ _ , ! 
-• i L ' 1 t''c^L ! <^-'-l 1 f . 
I r. the sprite of Erianger prograTm e^ -ery class of special 
f_rrtj-z~ =hc.i'-e s itself oS 3 QeoiT,fctrj.c object whose structure 
zer^-ds or. the grc.._p v-f-ic" determi'ies that clasE = 
Tr.e ther.'-y of Lie groups rests ori three pillars: 
.^•^ .al^ sis, topology and algebra ano appliCdtior-s of Lie groups 
percolate ail brarches of mathematics ard Physics, as follows. 
{ J. ;. Dj.f ferential Equation 
(ii) Differential Georietry 
(ill) Algebraic Topologv-' 
(1-) General Relativity 
[ \ ) opecial Furicrio'.s of Classical Physics and Classical 
Hor~ionic analysis, 
(vi) Cuantun-. Mechnies 
(vii; Control Theory 
(^ -iii) Bi"furcation Theory. 
1.1 LIE GROUP (GLOBAL LIE GROUP, LOCAL U E GROUP, 
TANGEffT VACTOR COMMUTATOR) 
A Lie group is both an abstract group and an analytic mani 
fold such that the operation of group multiplication and group 
inversion are analytic with respect to the manifold structure, 
[28] [36] [38] [61] [68] 
Let a group G be an analytic manifold. G is called Lie 
group provided the mapping 
GxG3 (g, gj) > g g^ e G 
is analytic 
REMARK 
(1) Since a monifold is always a Housdorff space and an 
analytic mapping is necessarily continuous, therefore a Lie 
agroup is, in particular, atopological group relative to the 
topology induced by its analytic structure. 
(?) A natural question arises when is a topological group 
actually a Lie group. This problem (Hilbert's fifth problem) 
has been solved by GLEASON [33] who has proved that a 
8 
topological group G which is locally compact, locally 
connected, metrisable and of finite dimension, is a Lie group. 
This is also discussed by HONT«3MERY and ZTPPIN [67] an among 
their many results is the following : 
A connected locally Euclidian topological group is 
isomorphic to a Lie group. 
(3) Tf R denotes the manifold of real numbers with the usual 
coordinate |l: R > R : t >t and define. 
3 3 1/3 (I : RxR > R: (X,Y) > (x + y ) 
then (R,|i) is a topological group but not a Lie group since |i 
is not analytic at (o,o) relative to the above coordinates. 
However it becomes a Lie group relative to the analytic 
structure on R given by 
3 |i: R > R: t > t 
EXAMPLES 
(i) The group of the vector R or c equipped with a natural 
analytic manifold structure is a Lie group. 
(ii) The multiplicative group K of the field K together with 
the natural structure of an open submanifold of K is a Lie 
group. 
GLOBAL LIE GROUP [77] 
A global Lie group is a set G such that the following 
conditions are satisfied, 
(i) G is a group, 
(ii) G is an analytic manifold, 
(iii) The mapping (g,g ) * g g of GxG into G is analytic 
F'rom the above definition we conclude that a global Lie 
group is essentially a group whose elements can be 
paremetrized analytically. 
LOCAL LIE GROUP [61] 
We shall be concerned with group which are defined and 
analytic only in some neighbourhood of the group identity 
element, i.e. with local Lie group. 
The investigation of the structure of a Lie group G is to 
make eaiser by the construction of one-parameter subgroups of 
G. 
L e t c be the space o f complex n - t u p l e s g = ( g , g g ) 
1 2 n 
10 
where g.€C for i = l,2, n and define the origin e of 
c by e=(o,o, o) Suppose v is an open set in 
C containing e. 
Defn :- LOCAL LIE GROUP [61] 
A complex n-dimensional local Lie group G in the 
n . . n n n 
neighbourhood v c C is determined by a function 0:C xC C^ 
such that. 
i) 0 (g,h) e C for all g,h €. v 
(ii) 0(g,h) is analytic ife each of its 2n arguments 
(iii) If 0 (g,h) e v , 0 (h,k) € v then 
0 (0(g,h), k) = 0(g,0(h,k)) 
(iv) 0(e,g) = g , 0(g,e) = g for all g € v 
NOTE (i) From implicit function theorem for a local Lie 
group there exist a neighbourhood v of e such that for every 
g € V there is unique element denoted g in v with property 
0 (g, g ) = ft (g ,g) = e. The mapping |i (g) = g is 
analytic in the n-arguments of g. 
Property (iv) is the law of identity by which we can 
define inverse law. 
(ii) If g is in a small neighbourhood of e then g is 
11 
multiplicative inverse of g. 
(iii) A neighbourhood of tha identity element of global Lie 
group is a local Lie group. 
(iv) A local Lie group is not necessarily a group in the usual 
sence, however the group axioms are satisfied for elements in 
sufficiently small neighborhood of e. 
TANGET VECTOR [61] :- Let G be a local Lie group and let t • 
g (t) = (g, (t) , g (t) , , g (t)) , t e C be an 
1 2 n 
analytic mapping of a neighborhood of 0 e C into V such that 
g(o) = e. We can consider such a mapping to be a complex 
analytic curve in G passing through e. The tangent vector to 
g(t) at e is the vector 
a = ^  9(t) 1 = (-f^  9/t), - ^ g^(t)) € C" (1.1.1) 
t=o 
n . 
Every vector a € C is called tangent vector at e for 
some analytic curve. 
In parhcular, the curve 
at = (a t , at at) (1.1.2) 
1 2 n 
12 
h a s t h e t a n g e n t v e c t o r 
« = ( a , . « « ) 
1 2 n 
REMr^ RK 
If g(t),h(t) are analytic curves in G with g(o) = h(o) = e 
and tangent vectors a, (3 at e, respectvely, then the analytic 
curve g(t) h(t) has tangent vector tX+P at e. . The plus sign( + ) 
refers to the usual vector addition in C 
COMMUTATOR [61] 
Let g(t), h(t) be the analytic curves in G with g(0) = e 
- h(0) and let a, [3 be the tangent vector at e, we define 
[0(,P]the commutator or Lie bracket of ct,P to be the tangent 
vector at e of the analytic curves. 
Let K(t) be an analytic curve passing through e. 
K(t) = g(^ t) h(4 t ) g \ ^ t ) h \ ] t) (1.1.3) 
Then the tangent vector to K(t) at e is 
CO(,P] = - ^ (k(t) I r -1- g(^T) h(.|"t ) g"^(^t") h'^C^I) 
t=e 
13 
dt 
K(t) - ^ (g(T) h(T) g'^T) h~^T) I t = T^ 
t=e dr T = 0 
The commutator [a,P] has the following properties 
( i ) [«,n] = - cp.ct] 
(ii) [a^a^ + a^a^, P] = aj[«j,p] + a^Ca^,P] 
(iii) [[a,p], /] + {CP,/],oi] + [>,a],P3 = O 
_ n 
where a,b e C and a,P,y e C 
NOTE 
Property (i) is called antisymmetric (ii) is linearity 
property and (iii) is called Jacobi identity. We will always 
assum that G is a finite dimenstonal vector space. 
Examples of Lie group (l.l.l) 
The nxn complex general linear group GL(n,C) is the set 
of all nxn non singular matrices having their entries in C. 
We can write element X e GL (n,C) as 
X = 
1+x 
11 
21 
X 
nl 
X X 
12 In 
1+x^^ x„ 
22 2n 
X „ 1+x 
n2 nn 
(1.1.5) 
14 
E + (X ) , 1 < i,j < n, 
n 1, J 
where E is the corresponding Unit matrix, the group operation 
n 
is matrix multiplication. Identifying E with the origin e of 
n 
2 
C , we parametrize X in the form 
2 
X = <x. .> = (X , , X. . , ,X )ec" (1.1 
ij 11 ij nn 
The fact that x is non singular necessitates that <x,.> be in 
a suitably small neighbourhood U of e. Let X = <x. .>, Y = 
<Y..>, Z = <Z..>. We can find a neighbourhood V of e, V C U, 
such that for <x.,>, <Y.,> e V the parameter Z.. are analytic 
function of X . and Y... With respect to neighbourhood V, the 
associative property of the local Lie group can easily be 
veri fied. 
2 
Thus GL(n,C) is an n -dimansional complex local Lie 
group. GL(n,C) is also a global Lie group. 
In particular, the 2x2 complex general linear group 
GL(2,C) is the set of all 2 by 2 nonsingular matrices 
3 b 
G = ( ^ ) , a,b,c,deC and ad-bc ?t O (1.1.7) 
c d 
15 
where the group operation is matrix multiplication.[8] (some 
times we use the notation G(l,0) 
The identity element of GL(2,C) is the matrix 
e = ( J 
i n a ne ighbourhood o f e i n G L ( 2 , C ) , we can i n t r o d u c e 
c o - o r d i n a t e s f o r t he g roup e lemen t g by s e t t i n g 
g = ( 9 ^ , 9 ^ , 9 3 , 9 ^ ) = ( a - l , b , c ) f l . l . R ^ 
With this co-ordinates system it is easv to verifv that 
GL(2,C) is 4-dimensional complex local lie aroun. These 
co-ordination are valid only for a in a suit.ablv nmal 1 
neighbourhood of e. They can not be extended over all nf C _ 
Any local Lie group obtained from f1.1.71 and {^ 1 R^ hv 
introducing an analytic invertible chanae nf local cnnrdinate 
is locally isomorphic to the group constructed here. Rl (7.r.^ 
is also a global Lie qrouo.r69l 
2 
EXAMPLE (1-1.2) The special linear arouo SLfn-C") is an (n -l"* 
dimensional complex local Lie group defined bv 
16 
SL(n,C) = {XeGL(n,C) : detx = 1) 
The 2x2 complex special linear group SL(2) is abstract matrix 
group of all 2x2 nonsingular matrices 
,a b 
g = ( ) a,b,c,d, € C 
c o 
(1.1-9) 
and ad-bc r i or = d = 1 + be 
Clearly SL(2) is a sub group of GL(2). We ca.n introduce 
co-ordinates for a group element g in a neighbourhood of the 
identity e of SL(2) by setting 
g s (g^.g^^g^) = (a-i> b, c) (1-1.10) 
(1+bc) 
where, d = . in terms of these co-ordinates SL(2) is 
S-dimensional local Lie group (It is also a global Lie group). 
EXAPMLE (1.1.3) The abstract group G(0,1) consists of all 4x4 
matrices of the form 
1 ce 
0 
0 
0 
e 
0 
0 
b 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
a,b,c, T € C (1.1.11 
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where the group operation is matrix multiplication. It is easy 
to verify that G(0,1) is infact a group indeed. 
-1 
-c -a+bc 
-T 
0 
0 
0 
-r 
e 
0 
0 
-T 
- e b 
1 
0 
0 
1 
eG(0,l) (1.1.12) 
and 
Q Q 
-Tl ^ (T +T ) 1 
1 (c +e c ).e 1 2 a +a c b e r +T 
^ 1 2^ 1 2 1 2 1 2 
O 
0 O 
O 0 
(T1+T2) ^ Tl^ 
e b +e b 
1 2 
O 
O 
0 
1 
GG(0,1) (1.1-13) 
where g g are the matrices of the form (1.1.11). We can 
^1^2 
introdiuc coordinates system for the element g in G(0,1) by 
setting 
g = (a,b,c,T). (1.1.14) 
Thus G(0,1) is a complex 4-dimensional Lie group. In this 
case the coordinate (1.1.14) are valid over the entire group 
and not just in a neighbourhood of the identity. The group 
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G(0,1) is said to be simply connected.[See [69], Chap.8] 
EXAMPLE (1.1.4) The matrix group T is the set of all 4x4 
matrices of the form 
3 = 
r 1 
O 
0 
O 
0 
-r 
e 
0 
o 
o 
o 
7 
e 
Q 
r 1 
c 
b 
1 
b,c, T € C (1.1.15) 
where the group operation is matrix multiplication. The 
inverse of g € T is given by 
-1 
g 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
r 
e 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- T 
e 
0 
- r 
r 
- e c 
-e-^b 
1 
(1.1.16) 
and the product g g is given by 
^iS 
1 
O 
0 0 
-ri-r2 
r +r 
1 2 
0 
-n 
0 c e c 
T +T ^ A.1 . 
e l 2 b +e b 
1 2 
1 
(1.1.17) 
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where g and g are matrices of the form (1.1,15) We can 
introduce a coordinate system for T by assiqninq to q e T 
the coordinates 
g E (b, c, T) Cl.l.lB) 
T is clearly a 3-dimensional complex local Lie orouo 
Moreover, the coordinates (1.1.18) can be extended over all of 
3 3 
C , Thus T has the topology of C and is simplv-connected, 
[See, [69], chap.8] 
EXAMPLE (1-1-5) ax a ?: 0 
Identity element a = 1 
Inverse element 
Product element 
a 
c = ba 
This is one parameter abelian group, c is an analytic function 
of a and b. 
EXAMPLE (1.1-6) X = a x + a 1 2 a f«: O 
Identity element 
Inverse element 
a = 1 a = 0 
1 2 
a 
- 1 - 2 
a = a = 
1 a 2 a 
1 1 
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Product element c = b a 1 1 1 
2 2 1 2 
X = b X ^ + b = b ( a X + a ) + b 
1 2 1 1 2 2 
= b a x + b a + b 1 1 1 2 2 
= c X + c^ 
1 2 
This is two paremeter non-abelian group. 
EXAHPLE 1.1.7 (a) ORTHOQONAL GROUPS 
We consider only those transformations which leaves 
2 2 
X + y invarient 
X = a X + a Y 
1 2 
y = a X + a y 
^ 3 4 ' 
a a 1 2 
a a 3 4 
?: O 
1 2 1 2 2 2 ' ' 2 (X ) + (Y ) = (a X + a y ) + (a X + a v) = x^ + y 
1 ic o 4 
2 2 2 2 
a + a = l a + a = l a a + a a = 0 
1 3 2 4 1 2 3 4 
The four parameters are subjected to three functional 
relations so that we have a one parameter group. This is the 
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group of rotations about the z-axis and can be written as 
X = X cos 0 - y s i n 0 
O < 0 < 2n 
Y = x s i n 0 + y cos 0 
where 0 is the angle of rotation about z-axis. The qroup is 
abelian. The angle of the resultant of two transformations is 
the sum of the angles of the individual transformations. 
(b) ORTHOGONAL GROUP IN 3-DIMEWSIONAL 0(3) 
We restrict the linear group in 3-dimensions to those 
2 2 2 
transformations which leave x + y + z invariant. 
This invariance candition impose six conditions on the 
nine parameters. Thus we have a three parameter group. 
(c) ORTHOGONAL GROUP IN n-OIHENSIONS 0(n) 
n 
2 
In Example (1.1.7;b), we have ^ x. invariant. Thus we impose. 
i = l ^  
n , ^ . 2 
n + (n-1) conditions on n - parameter which leaves us with 
2 
2 , n , ^^  n n n(n-l) 
n -(n + — — (n - 1); = - — — = essential 
parameter. 
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CLASSICAL GROUPS :- Let K be one of the following fields 
either the field R of real numbers, or the field C of complex 
numbers. 
(i) GL(n,K) is the group of invertible nxn matrices with 
terms in K. 
(ii) SL(n,K) - ix iE GL(n,k) : det A = 1} 
(iii) GL = (n,R) = {A € GL(n,R) : det A>0} 
(iv) A(n,k) = {A € GL(n,k) : A-diagonal materix} 
(v) T(n,K) = {A € GL(n,K) : A-upper triangular materix} 
2 2 
where materix A = [a.] is upper triangular if a. = 0 for j>i) 
1 1 
(vi) 0(n,R) is the subgroup of GL(n,R) consisting of 
orthogonal matrices 
t -1 
i.e. {x € GL(n,R) : x = x } 
( v i i ) 0 ( n , C ) i s t h e sub g r o u p o f GL(N,C) c o n s i s t i n g o f 
o r t h o g o n a l m a t r i c e s . 
( v i i i ) SO(n,R) = S L ( n , R ) i"i 0 ( n , R ) , t h e o r o t a t i o n g r o u p . 
( i x ) SO(n,C) = S L ( n , C ) H 0 ( n , C ) 
(x) SP(n,C) = is the sub group of SL(2n,C) that leaves 
invarient a given nondegenerate skewsymmetric 
form. 
t -1 -1 
i.e. {x e SL(2n,C) : Jn x Jn = x ) 
(xi) SP(n,R) = SP(n,R) n GL(n,R) 
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(xii) U(n) is the unitary sub group of GL(n,C) 
-t -t 
i.e. {x € GL (n,C) : x = x } 
(xii) SU(n) = U(n)nSL(n,c). 
12 ABSTRACT LIE ALGEBRA [61] - A complex abstract Lie 
algebra f^ y^  ^^ ^^^ complex vector space together with a 
multiplication [a,P3 € ^ ^ defined for all tt,P e^^such that 
(i) [0(,P] = [P, «] 
(ii) [a^a^ + a^«^, P] = aj[«j,P] + a^ [Ql^ ,P] 
(iii) [[a,p],n + [[P,/],«] = [[c«,/],P] 
are satisfied 
Further the Lie algebra L(6) of a local Lie group G is 
the set of all tangent vectors at e equipped with the 
operation of vector addition and Lie product. 
It is not clear (but true) that any abstract Lie algebra 
is infact the Lie algebra of some local group. 
REMARK :- The equation [a,a] = O and (i) is an immediate 
consequence of [a,P] = aP - Pa. 
2. To prove (3), we have 
[[o«,p3,>3 = aPt^  - pot/ - >o(P + ypa 
We say that the Lie algebra L and L* are isomorphic, if 
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there exists a vector space isomorphism. 
0 : L > L' 
satisfying 0 ([x,y]) = [0(x), 0(y)] 
for all x,y € L (and then 0 is called an isomosphism of Lie 
algebras) 
ANALYTIC HOHOMORPHISM [61] :-
Defn. An analytic homomorphism of a local Lie group G into a 
local Lie group G' is a map 
}i : G > G' 
where |i(g) is defined for g in a suitably small neighbourhood 
W of e, such that 
|i(gh) = |i(g) M(h) g,h,gh e w (1-2.1) 
and (1 is an analytic function of the coordinates of G. 
It follows from (1.2.1) that |i(e) = e' where e' is the 
identity element of G' and (i(g ) = |i(g) for g in a suitably 
small neighbourhood of e in G. 
A homomorphism which maps G, 1-1 onto a neighbourhood of 
e' in G' is called an isomorphism, and an isomorphism of 6 
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onto G is called an automorphism. Note an element h of G 
defines, an automorphism. 
M^(g) = hgh" , g € G (1-2-2) 
Automorphism of the form(1.2.2) a.re called inner automorphism 
Def" (LIE ALGEBRA HOMOMORPHISM) [61] 
A Lie algebra homomorphism from G to G' is a map T: 
G »G' such that 
(i) T(30<+bn) = aT(o<) + bT(P), a,b e C 
(ii) T([ct,n]) = [T(a) , T(P)], a,n ee 
A Lie algebra homomorphism which is one to one map of G 
onto G* is called an isomorphism. An isomorphism G onto G* is 
called an automorphism 
EXAMPLES OF LIE ALGEBRAS (1.2.1) The vector space M (K) of 
n 
square matrix of degree n over k with the commutator defined 
as [A,B] = AB - BA, where AB denotes the product of the 
matrices. M (K) together with the Lie algebra structure will 
n 
be denoted by gl(n,k) owing to close connection with the group 
GL(n,K). 
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EXAMPLE (1.2.2) :- The Lie algebra L[GL(n,K)]=gl(n,k) is 
the all nxn matrices over K(Real or comples) with the Lie 
product defined by 
[a,P] = ap - fly (1-2-3) 
where the multiplication i>a the R.H.S, , is matrix 
multiplication inparticular L[GL(2,c)] - glC2,c) is the space 
of all complex 2x2 matrices and is the Lie algebra of 
dimension four. 
The elements 
i/2' ' - \ ,J- '<-! 0>- ^ = ^ -l P- « =<0 .) <'•''' 
form a basis for gl(2) in the sence that every a. e gir2) can 
be written uniequly in the form 
+ - 3 
a = a J + a J + a J + a f , a , a , a , a e C (1.2.5) 
1 2 3 4 ^ ' 1 ' 2 3 4 ^ 
These basis element obey the commutation relation 
[j'*',J] = 2J , [J ,3"*^] = j"*" tJ^.J] = -J 
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U.j""] = C?,J] = U,J^] = 0 (1.2.6) 
where O is the 2x2 matrix all of whose components are zero 
EXAMPLE (1.2.3):- The Lie algebra L[SL(n,C)] = Sl(n,C) is 
the space of all 2x2 complex non singular matrices with Lie 
product [a,f3] defined by 
[0(,P] = ap - pa. 
In particular L [SL(2,C)] = S1(2,C) is the space of all 2x2 
complex matrices, is Lie algebra of dimension three. The 
elements 
,0 -1^ ,0 O. 3 ,1/2 O ^ , , 
s a t i s f y i n g the commuta t ion r e l a t i o n s 
3 - - 3 + + + - 3 
[J ,J ] = -J , [J .J ] = J , rJ ,J 1 = 2J 
form a basis for sl(2,C) 
EXAMPLE (1.2.4):- The Lie algebra L [G(0,1)1 can be identified 
with the space of 4x4 matrices of the form 
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a -
o 
0 
0 
0 
2 
X 
3 
0 
O 
X 
4 
X 
1 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
o 
' ^ l ' ^ 2 ' ^ 3 ' ^ ^ "" ( 1 - 2 . 8 ) 
w i t h L i e p r o d u c t [ « , [ ! ] = dt|l - f k t , a,{i €. L [ G ( 0 , 1 ) ] 
The m a t r i c e s 
- 1 
O O 0 , 
Q 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
Q 
0 
0 
J = 
o 0 T 
Q 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
r 0 
3 
J = 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
r 0 
? = 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
with commutation relation? 
3 + + 3 - - + -
tJ ,J ] = J , [J ,J ] = -J , [J .J ] = -? 
u:,j ] = R,j ] = rc,j ] = o (1,2.10) 
where © is the 4x4 zero matrix form a basis for L [G(0,1)] 
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EXAMPLE (1-2.5):- The Lie algebra T = L(T ) can be 
identified with the space of matrices of the form. 
a 
3 
0 -X. 
0 0 
0 0 
O 
X 
O 
' I' 2' 3' 4 
where t h e L i e p r o d u c t i s ia\l] - a\i - (lot, a , P e T . 
A b a s i s f o r L (T ) i s p r o v i d e d by the m a t r i c e s 
+ J = 
O O 0 0 -, 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 -I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
J = 
1 -I 
0 - 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
( 1 . 2 . 
with commutation relations 
[J^ .j"*^ ] = j"*^ , [J"^ ,J] - -J, [J^,J] = 2J"^  (1.2.13) 
EXAMPLE (1.2.6):- The rotation group 0 in 3-dimendional space 
t is the group of real 3x3 matrices A, such that AA =1 and 
t . detA=+l where A is the transpose of A and I is the 3x3 
identity matrix. O is a real 3-parametor Lie group. The real 
Lie algebra L(0 ) has a basis J J J with commutation 
relations 
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t^'^2 ^ = ^3 ' ^^3 ' \ ^ = ^  ' f^ 2 ' V = ^  (1-2-14) 
ONE-PARAHETER SUB GROUP [81] :-
A one-parameter sub group of a Lie group G is an analytic 
homomorphism of the group R into G or more simply a 
one-parameter subgroup of Lie group is "curve" g(t) in the 
group with the propoty that 
g(tj + t^) = g(t^) g(t^) (1.2.15) 
The veriable t is a real number that serves to lable the 
group elements in the subgroup; it is the "One Parameter" 
On the other hand one-parameter subgroup is defined, 
by g(t) = e. If g(t) is a one parameter subgroup, g(xt) is 
also a one consisting of the same group element but differing 
in the scale x-time of the parameter 
It is clear from (1.2.15) that g(o) = e and that 
(g(t)y=g(-t) 
EXAMPLE (1-2-7) The one parameter subgroups a,(t) of SL(2R) 
i=l,2,3 are defined by the formula. [SB] 
,(t)= [^  J] a,(t) .l[ °] a^(t) = I°'' ?tl 
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tx 
We can easily check that a.(T) = e i, where 
0 1 0 0^ 1 0 
^ = ^O O^ ^2 = ^ O^ ^^ 3 = ^O -1 ^  
and that X ,X ,X is a basis of the Lie algebra sl(2,R). 
Direct Calculation shows that the followiing commutation 
relations, ars satified 
[X ,X ] = 2X , [X ,X ] = -2X„, [X ,X 1 = X 
3' 1 1' 3' 2 2' 1 2 3 
EXAMPLE :- (1.2.8) The basis elements of L[G(0,1)] are 
+ 
J = 
0 •, 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
I- O 
,J = 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
J = 
r O O 
O 1 
O 0 
O O 
O O 
0 O 
O 0 
, ^ 
r O O 
0 0 
o o 
o o 
O 0 
0 0 
0 0 
satisfying the commutation relations 
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[ J ^ , J * ] = j " * " , [ J ^ , J ] = - J , [j"*",J] = - S 
+ 
g e n e r a t e s t h e one -pa ramete rs subgroups 
3 
e x p ( T j )= 
P 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
T 
e 
0 
0 
Q 
0 
1 
0 
T 1 
0 
0 
1 
+ 
, e x p ( b J ) = 
1 0 0 0 
O 1 b 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
r 1 
exp ( c J ): 
0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
, Bxpiat^) 
r 1 O a 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
, a , b ,cT£C 
13 LIXAL UE TRANSFORMATION GROUP [6 i ] 
Let G be an n-dimensional local Lie group and U an open 
m . . . "I 
set :in C . Suppose there is given a mapping F : U x G > C 
and write F(x,g) = xg <= C for x € U, ge G. 
Defn :- G acts on the manifold U as a local Lie transformation 
group if the mapping F satifies the following conditions. 
(i) X g is analytic in the co-ordinate of x and g 
(ii) xe = X ; 
(iii) If xg € U then (x.g)g' = x(g g'), g, g' e G 
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Here e is the identity element of G and X € U is 
designated by its coordinates X = (x ,x ,x , x ) 
1 ? 3 m 
Defn (TRAJECTORY) [61]:- Let expat, a € L(G), be a one 
o o 
paremeter group in G. If x <^ J, the cure x(t)=;x expOlt is called 
o 
the trajectory of x under expat. 
NOTE : If f(x) is a function analytic in a neighbourhood of 
o 
some point x € U, then the analytic functions [(expOt 
t)f](><) for a e L (G) and suitably small values of Itl are 
given by 
[(exp 0(t)f](x) = f(x exp at) (1.3.1) 
Defn (LIE DERIVATIVE) [61] 
The Lie derivative L f of an analytic function f(x) is 
a 
defined by 
'-« •''(^ ) ' ~:j:r t^^P « t) f ](x) I , o( e L(G) 
u dt ' 
t=0 
By direct computation we obtain 
n m 
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n m 
or L 
a. z^ i^ «, P,, (^ ) ^ 
df. 
where p..(x) - — 5 — (x,g) , 
Ji Og. 'g=e. 
NOTE : The commutator [ L , L_] of the Lie derivative L , L„ is 
defined by 
[L , L„] 3 L L„ - L_ L , 
a P a p P « 
REPl^ESEHTATION THEORY : 
Let V be the vertor space, real or complex over F, and 
denoted by GL(V) by the group of all non-singular linear 
transformation of v onto itself. 
REFHRESEWTATION OF A GROUP 
A representation (rep.) of group G with representation 
space V is a homorphism T: g > T(g) of G into G L (V) . The 
dimension of GL(V) is the dimension of V. 
As a consequence of this definition, we have the 
following. 
T (g^) T(g^) = T(gj, g^) (1.3.2) 
[T(g)]"^ = T(g"S, T(e) = E 
g, g , g e G and E is the identity operator on V. 
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MATRIX REPRESENTATION:- An n-dimensional matrix representation 
of G is a homomorphism T: g » T(g) of G into GL(n,C) (oR 
GL(n,R)) is the group of nxn non-singular matrices. 
The nxn matrices T(g), g^G, satisfy multiplication 
properties analogous to (1.3.2). Any group representation T of 
G with representation space V defines many matrices 
representaion. 
For if fv , ,v } is abasis of V, the matrices 
^ 1 ' n 
T(g) = (T(g)), . defined by 
T(g) V = j; T(g) V. 1 < k < n (1.3.3) 
k ^^j jk J 
form an n-dimensional matrix representation of G Every choice 
of basis for V fields a new matrix representation of G defined 
by T. However, any two such matrix representations T, T' are 
equivalent in the sence that there exists a matrix S e 
GL(n,c). 
REDiX;iBLE AND IRREDUCIBLE REPERSETATIQN :-
p is a finite dimensional represation of a finite group G 
acting on the (real or complex) vector space V. A subspace M 
of V is invariant under p if p(a) d) e W for all et e G, 6) e W. 
A represeitetion p is reducible if there is no proper subspace 
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W of V which is invariant under p otherwise it is 
i rreduciable. 
A representation is irreduciable if the only invariant 
subspace of V are {O) and V itself- One dimensional and Zero 
dimensional representation are necessarily irreduciable . 
NOTE :-
1. Other representation are defined to be reduciable or 
irreduciable in exactly the same way as for the representation 
of a group. 
2. If W is invariant under p we can define representation 
p =p/W of G on W by 
p (o()w = p(o()a>. <i) e W (1-3-4) 
This representation is called the restriction of p to W if p 
is unitary so is p such that 
T^(g) = ST (g) S~^ 
for all g € G. Infact if T,T correspond to the bases {v.}, 
{V.} respectively then for S we can take the matrix (S..) 
defined by 
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^ J ^ . E ^ O l ^ J ' - h " < ' ^ ' " 
REPP'ESENTATION OF LIE StOUP : -
A representa t ion of l i n e a r group G ( [ 6 5 ] , P .164) w i th 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n space V i s an a n a l y t i c homomorphism T : A > 
T (A ) o f G i n t o GL(V) 
By an analytic homomorphism, we mean a homomorphism such 
that the matrix representation T..(A) with respect to any 
basis in V are analytic function of the local co-ordinate of 
A in G (if the matrix element are analytic with respect to one 
basis then they will be analytic with respect to every basis) 
REPFIESENTATION OF LIE ALGEBRA :-
A representation of Lie algebra G with representation 
space V is a map p from G to the space of all linear operators 
on V such that 
(1) p(ac« + bP) = ap(0() + bp(n) 
(2) p([a,P]) = pia) P(P) - pm P(«) 
= [p(o(), p((3)] . 
where a ,b € F and cx,\i e G 
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DEF (LOCAL MULTIPLIER REPRESENTATION) [61] 
Let G be local lie transformation group acting on an open 
neighbourhood U of C , o <= U, and le be the set of all 
complex valued functions on U analytic in a neighbourhood of 
O. A(local) multiplier representation T of G on (yC with 
multiplier V, consist of mapping T (g) ofUO onto UL defined 
for g € G, f€.U(j by 6t 
[T^'Cg) f] (x) = V (x,g) f(xg), x€<-J (i-3.5) 
where j^ (x,g) is complex valued function analytic in x and g 
such that 
(i) y(x,e) = 1, all X ^ U, 
(ii) l^(x,g^g^) = l.'(x,g^ ) L>(xg^ , g^), 9^,9^,9^9^ « U 
Property (ii) is equivalent to the relation 
^''(gjg^) f] (x) = [T'''(gj) l"{9^) f] (x) (1.3.6) 
ISOMORPHIC MULTIPLIER REPRESENTATION. [61] 
Let T be a multiplier representation of the local Lie 
transformation group G acting on an open neighbourhood U of 
k k 
C for K = 1,2 
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Oefn The multiplier representations T 1, T 2 are isomorphic 
if there is an analytic isomorphion u of G onto G and an 
1 2 
analytic one to one coordinate transformation 0 of a 
neighbourhood of OeU onto a neighobourhood of 0 € U such 
that 
(1) OCXjOj) = 0(Xj) Ji (g^) 
(2) I'^COCXj), |i(gj)) = J-'iCXj^ gj) 
for X e U - g e G 1 1 ' ^ 1 
Ordinarily we shall not distinguish between isomosphic 
multiplier representations. 
GENERALIZED LIE DERIVATIVE. [61] 
Defn :- The generalized Lie derivative D f of an analytic 
« 
function f(x) under the one parameter group expcxt is the 
analytic function 
^J^""^ = ^ [T^ 'Cexp a t) f] (x) I (1.3.8) 
a dt ' 
t=o 
By direct computation, we obtain. 
n m . n 
D<:tf(x) = "£ J] a. p.. - r - — (x) + £ a. p.(x) f(x) 
j=l i = l ^ ^^ *^i j = l ^ ^ 
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NOTE For l>=l the generalized Lie derivative becomes the 
ordinary Lie derivative. 
U (SOKE USEFUL RESULTS) [61] 
THEOf?EM (1.4-1) An analytic homorphisom |l: G *G' of the 
local Lie group G,G' induces a Lie algebra homomosphism fi : 
L(G) >L(G' ) defined by 
3|C M 
M («) = -5^ M (g(t) I 
t=o 
where g(t) is an analytic curve in G with tangent vector a at 
e. The (i is an isomorphism (automosphism) if and only if |i is 
an isomorphism (automorphism) 
THEOREM (1.4.2) The integral curve exp a t is a one-parameter 
sub group of G such that exp 0!(t + t ) = exp « t exp a t 
for suitably small values of 11 | , 11 |, the tangent vector of 
expctt at e is ct = (a , a , , a ) 
1 2 n 
Since the element of L(G) are n-tuples, we can consider 
L(G) to be defined in C . The usual topology of C induces a 
topology in L(G). 
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THEORlEM (1.4.3) :- The mapping a >-expc< is an analytic 
diffeomorphism of a neighbourhood of 9 e L(G) onto a 
neighbouthood of e in G (6, is the additive identity of L(G) 
i.e the mapping defines a local one-to-one analytic coordinate 
transformation in C . 
THEOiREM (1.4.4) :- (LIE'S FIRST FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM) 
The unique solotuin of the equation 
X = L X, x(0) = X 
dt a 
o is the trajectory x(t) = x exptXt. 
NOTE : Any Lie algebra of differential operators is the 
algebra of Lie derirative of a local Lie transformation group. 
THE(3REM (1.4.5) (LIE SECOND FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM) 
The set of all Lie derivatives of a local Lie 
transformation group G forms a Lie algebra which is 
homomorphic image of L(G) infact 
L + ^ _ = aL + bL„, L, „, = [L , L„] 
aa bp a p' [o(,p] a' P 
for all a,b € C, «, P e L(G) 
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THEOREH (1.4-6) (CONVERSE OF LIE'S SECOND FUNOAHENTAL THEOREH) 
Let L.(x) - £ P.. (x) — r — j = 1,2, , n 
•J i n ^ i 
be a set of n-linearly independent differental operator 
m 
defined and analytic in an open set L' C C . If there exist 
constants C. such that 
n 
[L., L ] = L. L - L L. = £ C^.,. L. 
1 i j, k < n 
then the complex n-dimensional Lie algebra generated by L is 
J 
the algebra of Lie derivatives of a local Lie transformation 
O 
group G acting effectively on U. The action of G on X € L' is 
obtained by solving the equations 
—T- (><) = ( E <-^. L.) X x(o) = X a.constant 
j_j J J J 
The operator L. are said to be linearly independent on L' if 
n 
there exist no constant a. e C, not all zero, such that J] 
a .L .f =0 for all analytic functions f on U 
J J 
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THEOREM (1.4.7) (CONVERSE OF LIE'S THIRD FUNDAHEWTAL THEOREM) 
A complex abstract Lie algebra is the Lie algebra of some 
local Lie group. Two local Lie groups with isomorphic Lie 
algebras are isomorphic. 
Thus, upto the isomorphism there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between local Lie group and Lie algebra . 
Let G be a local Lie group and let g,h € v then 
gh = 0(g,h) = (0 (g.h), e (g,h) 0 (g,h)) 
1 2 n 
is an analytic function of g and h. This function can be 
expanded in a Taylor Series in the components of g about g = 
e. Thus 
0.(g,h) = h. + J: g^  ''ij(^ ) 
where 
d0. 
F, .(h) = -r-^ (g,h) I 
ij ^ g. ' 3 g=e 
Let g(t) = (g,(L) g (t)) be the integral curve of 
1 n 
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the system of differental equations 
dg. n 
with inital condition g(o) = e The function g(t) is uniquely 
determined by ot € L(G) and is defined for suitably small value 
of jtl i,e. g(t) = exp a t. 
THEOREM (1.4.8) The generilized Lie derivatine of local Lie 
transformation group forms Lie algebra under the operator of 
addition of derivatives and Lie product 
[D , D„] = D D„ - D„ D 
a (3 o p p 01 
This algebra is a homomorphic image of L(G) 
D „ = D + D„ , D^ n, = [D , D„] = D = aD 
a+p a p [a,P] a p act a 
THEOREM (1.4.9) A local multplier repersalation T of G is 
completely determined by its generalized Lie derivatives. 
THEOREM (1.4.10) 
" d 
Let D.(x) = j; P..(x) — + P.(x) j - 1,2, n 
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be a set of n linerly independent differential operators 
m 
defined and analytic in an open set U c C . If there exists 
C such that 
n 
[D.,D ] = D.D - D^ D. = j; c\, D. 1 < jk < n 
J k J k •* J iri ^ 
then the complex linear combination of the D. form a Lie 
J 
algebra which is the algebra of generalized Lie derivatives of 
i.> 
an effective local multiplier reperesentation T . The action 
of the group is obtained by integration of the equations. 
n 
X. (t) = I a p.. (x(t) , x.(o) = x° , 
dt i jl'j J Ji i i 
i = 1,2, m 
. n 
d , o ^ , o y(x , exp a t) = v(x exp a t) J] a. p.(x(t)). 
"^ ^ - . . j . j 
V (x , e) = 1 
o 
where x(t) = x exp ct t , <x e L(G) 
THECJREH (1.4.11) :- Expansion of [T (expat)f ] (x) ib a Taylor 
Series 
00 n V, . . . , , . _ t . n [T (exp a t) f] (x) = I — — m f] (x). 
n! <x 
n=l 
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PART B 
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
Theory of special function play a basic role in the 
formalism of mathematical Physics. It covers an extremely wide 
domain of study , firstly formulated by the pioneering works 
of Euler, Gauss, Laplace, Bessel, Legendre, Jacobi, Reimann 
and many others and continously refined by new achievements 
and suggestions. 
The advent of large , fast and sophisticated computing 
machines did not diminish the importance of special functions 
within the context of applied science. They provide indeed a 
unique; tool for developing simplified yet realistic models of 
Physical problems. Thus allowing for analytic solutions and , 
a deeper insight into the problem under study. Non 
mathematicians are stimulated to study special functions, 
their properties and relations to each other, by definite 
applicative problems. The specific Physical problem indeed, 
can suggest investigating new aspects of the well-established 
theory of special functions as well as introducing new 
functions which usually exhibit deeper features and thereby 
appear again and again in new roles in the various fields of 
mathematics and physics. Consequently, reformulating a 
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physical problem in term of special functions older or new, 
allows for a more elegant mathematical model and then for an 
easier reading and numerical handling of the relevant 
equations as well as for the discovery of unsuspected 
connections with other fields of Physics. 
Special functions are solution of wide class of 
mathematically and physically relevent functional equetions 
In addition to elementry transcendential functions such as e 
and Sin x , an important role is played in mathematical 
Physics by the special functions. This special function of 
mathematical Physics appear most often in solving partial 
differential equations by the method of seperation of 
variables, or in finding eigen functions of differential 
operators in certain curvilinear system of co-ordinates. 
The problem of mathematical Physics lead us to determine 
the solution of differentials which satisfy certain prescribed 
conditions. Frequently, these solution turn out to be new 
function possessing interesting properties and there are many 
differential equations of this type. Thus the theory of 
differential equations has orignated a large number of new 
functions. Most of the special functions, as we shall see , 
arB the series solutions of differential equations since we 
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shall be constantly dealing with infinite series improper 
integral and series solution. 
Special functions and its applications are now 
aweinspiring in their scope, variety and depth. Not only in 
there rapid growth in pure mathematics and its applications to 
the traditional field of physical sciences, engineering and 
statistics, but new field of application like behaverial 
science optimization, control, economics environmental science 
biology etc. are emerging. 
The special functions are classes of functions listed (1) 
- (4). 
(1) The Gamma function and related functions. 
(2) Fresnel's integral, the error function, the lograthemic 
integral and other functions that can be expressed as 
indefinite integral of elemintary functions. 
(3) Elliptic functions 
(4) Solution of linear differential equations of the second 
order derived by seprating certain partial differential 
equations, e.g., Laplece's equation in various curvilinear 
coordi nate. 
Here we discuss class (4);[31] Class (4) is further 
divided into the following three types. According to the 
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character of the singular points of the differential equation, 
of which the functions are solutions. Equations with a 
smaller number of singular points arB indicated in the 
following ways: 
(i) Special function of hypergeometric type 
(ii) Special function of confluent type 
(iii)Speci3l function of ellipsoidal type 
1.5 BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
Bessel functions currently appear in astronomical and 
mechanical problems; the relevant theory is formulated in a 
coherent and organic body, displaying the wealth of properties 
and the connections with other special functions[86]. 
Originally introduced by Bessel's in 1824 while 
discussing a problem in astronomy the Bessel functions have 
received the most extensive treatment among all the special 
functions.Even G.N.WATSON in his voluminous book "A treatise 
on the theory of Bessel function" has not been able to exhaust 
the treatment completely. 
Bessel's function is the solution of a second order 
differential equation. 
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x^ - A + X - ^ + (x^-n^) y = 0 (1.5.1) 
2 dx dx 
where n is a constant is of frequent occurrence in physical 
problem. It arises in the determination of the solution of 
Laplace's equation associated with circular cylinder, and so 
its slution are also called cylinder functions. 
These cylinder function ara known as Besssl functions. 
A function defined by 
CO , vT , , .n+2r 
. (.) = J : (-'>, t"/^) (,.5.2) 
n r! I 
r=o ^ 1+n+r 
where n is a possitive integer or zero and 
J (x) = (-l)"j (x) 
n -n 
J (-x) = J (-X) = (-l)"j (x) 
n -n +n 
^n(°' = fin-0 
where n is a negative integer, is called Bessel's function of 
order n for all finite x and 6 is called kronocker symbol. 
Some Bessel function of pure imaginery argument are of 
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importance in many physical problems. These Bessel functions 
of pure imaginery argument are related to J (x) as follows 
n 
T^(x) = i \ ( x ) = E , , (1-5.3) 
r=o \ l+n+r 
where n is not a negative integer is called a MODIFIED Bessel 
function [48] of order n and I (x) = I (x) , J (ix) = i J (x) 
-n n n n 
'n(°'=Vo (••^ •'" 
REOJRRENCE RELATIONS 
Recurrence properties of cylindrical BF of integer order 
are 
-J 
i) 2 — — J (x) = J (x) - J (x) dx n^  n-l' ' n+1 
"^ JJ^> = Jn-/'^> + ^ ../>^) (1-5-5) X n n-1 n+1 
ii) for M.B.F 
d 
^ — T I (x) = I (x) + I (x) 
dx n n-1 n+1 
•f^ 'n^-O = 'n-.(>" - Vl("<> CI.5.6) 
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GENERATING FUNCTION 
From (1-5.6) and (1.5.7) weget the following generating 
function 
00 . 
1 t"j. (x) = exp [ -|-(t - -p)] (0<|t|<tt) (1.5.7) 
n=-ao 
and 
r t"l (x) = exp [ -^(t + —-)] (1-5.8) 
n=-ao 
Setting t = exp[i0], we find the relevant Jacobi-Anger 
expansion 
00 
T exp Cin 0 ] J (x) = exp [ix sinO ] (1.5.9) 
n 
n=-OD 
and 
CD 
J] exp [ in 0 ] I (x) - exp [x cos0 ] ( 1 . 5 . 1 0 ) 
n=-QO 
INTECJRAL REPRESENTATION. 
From the equat ions ( 1 . 5 . 8 ) and ( 1 . 5 . 9 ) , ob ta in the 
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f o l l o w i n g i n t e g r a l rep resen ta t i ons . 
in0 ' 
e J (x ) = 2Tr / n exp [x sinO - nO ] dO ( 1 . 5 . 1 1 ) 
n 
m ^ ^ X l / 2 r T . , fT ^ .V ,-w , „•>. 
e I ( x ) = • ' i exp [x COS0 + nO ] dO 0 - 5 . 1 2 ^ 
n -TT ^ ' 
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1.6 GENERALIZED BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
The theory of generalized Bessel function (GBF) has 
received some attention, mainly in connection with spontaneous 
or stimulated scattering processes for which the depole 
approximation is inadequate [72]. To quote a few papular 
problems where GBF play a crucial rule, we recall the 
scattering of free or weakly bounded electron by intense laser 
field [73] the spectral properties of synchrotron 
radiation by relativistic electron passing in magnetic 
undulator [5], the gain of free-electron lasers operating on 
higher off axis hormonics [18] and so on. 
J (x,y;t) & T' (x,y;t) 
n n 
The generalized Bassel functions, are characterized by 
two indices, two variable and one parameter. They are defined 
by a series of products of ordinary Bessel functions of 
integer order. 
(m) '^^ 
J^ (x,y;t) = I t^j.(x) J^^^.(y). (1.6.1) 
i=-a^  
the parameter t being assumed complex. 
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_. 4- *-K«t thR J (x y) can be recovered from t is evident that tne J^K^,yj 
1.6.1) seating t = 1 and m = -2 
He function (1.6.1) reduces to the ordinary B F's for . or y 
squal to zero according to 
urn 3- • (x.y;t) = /"^c.yjt) = 3^M 
n " 
X—>o 
n 
(1.6.2(a)) 
lim J (x,y;t) 
n 
V—*o 
r t'"'''" J / Cx) 
, > r -n/m (in) ,- .1. ^  _ J j^ (x,0.t) = ^  
n L " 
n/m Integer 
other wise 
(1.6-2(b)) 
(m) , . ^  J*^  '(0,0;t) 
n 
= 6 
n,o 
where 6 kronecker symbol 
n,m 
RECURRENCE RELATION 
The recurrence relations obeyed by the J (x,y-, t) are as 
follows. 
-..,t.l:l (x.y;t)f-^/:>(><.y;t) (1.6.3) 
, _ » / " > (x.y;t) = .^ '"j (x.y-.t) - /:; (x.y;t) 
try n n-x 
-. -^ J^ ^^  (x,y;t) = t 3^1^ (x,y;t) - - f ^.l^^-.y^t) 
^ dx n ^ '"' n+m t n m (1.6.4) 
<> (m) , .. ,(m) , ... X ,(•") 
9 —^- J dt 
r ' (x,y;t) = X J^-' (x,y;t) + — r 
n n ^^  n 
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The above relations resemble in some sense the recurrence 
formula holding for ordinary B.F's 
2n J = y(J + J ) 
n n-1 n+1 
2 4 - ^ = J 1-^4., (1.6.5) 
dy n n-1 n+1 
which however, exhibit a simpler structure, connecting only 
functions with the nearest indices. 
Conversely, the relations (1,6.2) show a more elaborated 
structure, the roles of the two variables x and y being 
clearly distinct. The term containing the y-variable display 
the same structure as the three term connections (1.6.3) and 
(1.6.4), whilst the variable x introduces functions with 
indices shifted up and down of m. The presence of the 
parameter t turns into a further recurrence relations for the 
corresponding derivative and appears only in connection with 
the X variable 
GENERATING FUNCTION 
The generating function T (x,y;t,T) defined as usual, by 
the series 
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T"" (x,y;t,T) = £ T" j'^"'\x,y;t) (1.6.7a) 
n 
n=-OD 
can be easily obtained from the recurrence relations (1.6.2) 
(1.6.3) and (1.6.4) in the form. 
m 
T^'"\x,y;t,T) = exp{-|- (T - - ^ ) + -|- (-^ - ^ )} (1.6.7b) 
which is particularly interesting because the arguments of 
the exF>onential is the sum of two indices. The first is just 
the same entering the expression of the generating functions 
for ordinary BF's the second arising from the presence of 
J ,, is the definition (1.6.1) 
n+ml*s 
In particular, in correspondence with the specific values 
t = exp(ie) and T = exp(iO) the expression (1.6.7b) 
specializes into 
^(m)^ i e i O , 
T ( x , y ; e , e ) = exp{ i [y s inO + x s i n ( e - mt5)]} ( 1 . 6 . 8 ) 
INTEGRAL REF'RE^JENTATION 
Thus the GBF's integral representation is 
,(>)^ 1 rr 
J^ , (x,y;t) = - ^ /_^ exp{i[ysinO+ xsin(e-m0) - nO]}dO (1.6.9) 
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1.7 THE GBF WITH TWO VARIABLE ftMD OHE-PARAMETER 
The one-parameter generalized Bassel function J (x,y,t) 
n 
i s d f j f i ned as f o l l o w s 
00 
J ( x , y ; t ) = j ; t J ( x ) J . ( y ) ( 1 . 7 . 1 ) 
n . n -2 i 1 
( x , y ) e R 
i=-02 
and for t = 1 reduces to the GBF, expressed as follows 
J (x,y;l) = J (x,y) = £ J (x) J.(y) 
n n i=-co 
J (x,y;t) reduces to the usual B.F in the following 
particular cases 
r n/2 
3^ (o,y;t) = 
'. 
0 
for n-even 
(1.7.2(a)) 
for n odd. 
J (x,0;t) = j (x) 
n n 
Moreover one has 
\ Cx,y;0) = 0 1.7.2(b) 
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J (0,0;t) = a„ ^  1.7-2(c) 
Here 6 in the kronecker symbol 
n,m 
RECURRE3<CE RELATIONS 
The following recurrence relation hold for J (x,y;t) 
n 
2n J (K,y;t) = x[J (K.y;t) + J ^ , (x.VJt)] + 
n n-l n+1 (1.7.3) 
+ 2y[t J^_^ (x,y;t) + - ^ J^^^ (x,y;t) 
M o r e o v e r , one has 
_d 
dt ~J^ ( x . y - t ) . — C V 2 (^-y-^) + — ^n+2 ^ " ' ^ ' ^ ^ ^ 
j j - J ( x , y ; t ) -&x n — [ V l ("-y^^* - ^n+l ( ' ' • ^ • " 1 
^ J „ (X .y^ t ) = - i - [ t ._^_^ ( . , y ; t ) - J ( x , y : t ) ] 
t n+2 ^ ' ' ' ' 
( 1 - 7 . 4 ) 
SYMMETRIC PROPERTY 
J (x,y;t) has the following symmetry properties 
J (-x,y;t) = (-1) J (x,y,-t) 
n n 
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J (x,-y;t) = J (K,y;-t) = (~1)" J (x.y; 4") (1-7.5) 
n n —n t 
J (-x,-y;t) = (-1)"^  J (x,y;-t) = (-l)"j (x,-y;t) (1.7.6) 
n n n 
From equation (1 . 7.5) and (1.7.6), the following useful 
relation arises 
J (-x,-y;-t) = (-1)" J (K,y;t) = J (x,y; -i-) 
n n -n t 
GENERATING FUNCTION AND AS^KIATED SERIES 
F u n c t i o n J ( x , y ; t ) has t h e f o l l o w i n g g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n 
n 
- . n , V - X , 1 . y , 2 1 . , T ( x , y ; T , t ) = E t J ^ ( x , y ; T ) = e x p l - ^ ( t - - ^ ) + - ^ ( T t ^ ) ] 
n=-(r' " " T t 
( t . r ) ^ o ( 1 - 7 . 7 ) 
P u t t i n g t = 1 in e q u a t i o n ( 1 . 7 . 7 ) , we g e t 
I J^ (x,y,-T) = exp [ y / 2 ( T - - ^ ) ] 
n=-ct 
C o n s i d e r i n g t he d e r i v a t i v e w i t h r e s p e c t t o t i n e q u a t i o n 
( 1 . 7 . 7 ) and s e t t i n g t = 1, we g e t 
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OO 0) 
J] m J ( x , y ; t ) = J] m[J ( x , y ; t ) - J ( x , y ; t ) ] 
m m -m 
[K+y(t + - ^ ) ] e x p [ y / 2 ( t p ) ] 
Moreover c o n s i d e r i n g t h e r e l a t i o n s 
CO 
I t^ ""*"^  J ^,(>^,y;t) = sinh [-l-(t—1-)1 exp [y/2 (rt^--i-)] 2n+1 2 t 2 
n=-fjri Tt 
£ t J^^(x,y;t) = cosh[—(t—p)] exp [y/2 (Tt ^)] 
n=-» " " Tt" 
which can be easily derived from equation (1.7.7) 
getting t = 1, one obtains the following identitas 
CO 
•?n t 
n=-aD 
Putting t=e and T=e in equation (1.7.7), we get 
i 0 
J] cos(n0)J (x,y;e ) = cos[x sin0 + y sin(e + 20)] (1.7.8) 
n=-OD 
1 d 
£ s i n ( n O ) J ( x , y ; e ) = s i n t x s i n 0 + y s i n ( e + 2 0 ) ] ( 1 . 7 . 9 ) 
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• 4. rM.ftina 0 - - ^ in equations (1-7.8) and At this point, putting '^  - 2 ^" ^ 
(1.7.9) 
•iA ^ m , i^x , ^ rv v-e^^^l = cos (x-y sin G) 
J (x,y;;e ) + L ( D '••^ 2m^  '^ -^^ 
* m , ^^^ 1 fy ve^^)] = sin (x-y sin 6) 
m = o 
We ca 
n obtain sum rules involving squres of GBF, 
J (x,y;t) for t € R. 
n 
'^^  2 . . r f^ J-U (1.7.10) 
r J (x,y;t) = T [y (t - -^)J 
*' n " 
m:-ctJ 
00 1 
Y nJ^ (x,y;t) = 2y T [y(t - -^y^ 
••^  n 
n=-ao 
*- n - t 
n=-OD 
2 , 2 1 
+ _ ^ I ry(t—-)] + 2y I^[y(t—^)] 
2 1 1 - *-
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Moreover for t = i the following result is valid 
£ | j ^ ( x , y ; t ) P = 1 
n=-co 
ADOITIOW AND MULTIPLICATION FORMULAE 
From equation (1.7.7) it follows that 
T(x+x', y+y';s,t) = T(x,y;s,t) T(x',y';s.t) (1.7.11) 
Inserting into equation (1.7.11) the series 
representation of T(u,v;s,t), in any member of the equation, a 
series expension in power of t arises. Equating like power of 
t into the two series, one gets the addition for J (x,y;s) 
n 
namely 
J.(x+x', y+y' ; s) = E J (x,y;s) J (x',y';s) 
K ** K-m m 
m=-OD 
Moreover, the following multiplication formulae arB valied 
0) 
J^(A.x,y;t) = A." J] (-1)'' (X^-1 )*'(x/2)^kl J^^^(x.y;-^) (X^o) 
k=o X 
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(X) 
k=o 
Which can be easily derived from the multiplication 
theorem valid for the ordinary BF (see [1], in equaton 
9.1.7a) 
Thus, one obtains the following result 
, . n „ , l^k+k' ,2 k^ k , 2 ^k' k 
k.o . n.k.2k'^  '^'r^2^ 
k'=0 [ k!K* !({! - ^ ) ] 
(|ii:«=o, X?t», ti^o) (1.7.12) 
I t i s wor th n o t i c i n g t h a t t h e c a s e X. = o i s r e p r e s e n t e d by 
e q u a t i o n ( l - 7 . 2 a ) t h a t |i = o by e q u a t i o n ( 1 . 7 . 2 b ) , X = o ji = o 
by e q u a t i o n ( 1 . 7 . 2 c ) and t = o by e q u a t i o n ( 1 . 7 . 2 b ) 
INTEGRAL REPERSEWTATION : 
From e q u a t i o n ( 1 . 7 . 7 ) o n e o b t a i n s t h e f o l l o w i n g i n t e g r a l 
r e p e r s e n t a t i o n 
^ n ^ " " ' ^ ' ' ^ " ^ ' ^ ^ ° ^ ^ * " ' ^ e x p [ ^ ( t - 1-) + - | - ( T t ^ - - ^ ) ] d t ( 1 . 7 . 1 
Tt 
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where the symbol / denotes integration round a contour 
which encireles the origin once counter clockwise . 
From equation (1.7.7) taking t = e and T = e , we 
get the representation 
J (>«,y;r) = :;^ /" exp{i [ x sinO + y sin(e+20) -n03 3dO 
Moreover in the case of an imaginary parameter, one has 
the following repersentation 
iy 2 
(aniy) 
Which can be easily obtained taking into account the relation 
2 
, .. iy , . < ^ ^ /•x 
J (x,y;i) = e exp (2iy — - ) J (x) 
n 2 n 
dx 
For general function g(x). the following result valid 
2 2 
exp [t :;]g(x) = — / ^ exp[ ^^-^ ]g(s)ds, (Ret>o) 
dx" (4nt) 
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1,8. HODIFIED SEWEHALIZED BESSEL FUNCTION (M.6.B.F) 
One-parameter modified generalized Beissel function 
I (x,y;t) is defined on follows 
n 
a^  
T^(x,y;t) = Z t I^_2i(x) IjCv) (1.8.1) 
1=-0D 
For t = 1, if reduces to the modified generalized Bessel 
function, T (x,y) 
n 
CO 
(x,y;l) = I (x,y) = J] I (x) I.(y) 
n n . n—21 i (1.8.2) 
i=-tti 
Function I (x,y;t) reduces to the usual modified function in 
n 
the following cases 
r n/2 , X 
I (o.y;t) = 
n 
' 
for n- even 
(1-8.3(3)) 
for n - odd 
T (x,o;t) = I (x) 
n n 
(1.8.3(b)) 
In addition, one has 
I (x,y;o) = 0 
n 
I (o,o;t) = 6 
n n ,o 
(1-8-4) 
Here, Q is the kronecker symbol 
n,m 
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SYMMETRIC PROPERTIES : 
T (>'>yj*^ ) ^^^ *^ ®^ following symmetry properties 
n 
T (•-x,y;t) 3 (-1)" I (x,y;t) 
n n 
T (x,-y;t) = I (x,y;-t) = I (x,y;- - ^ ) (1.8.5) 
n n n t 
I (-K,-y;t) = (-1)"T (x,-y;t) = (-1)" I (x,y;-t) (1.8.6) 
n n n 
From in equations (1.8.5) and (1.8.6), we have 
T (-x,-y;-t) = (-1)" T (x,y;t) = (-1)" I (x,y;-L-) 
n n -n t 
It is worth noticing that, apart from the second of 
equations (1.8.5) and (1.8,6) the function I (x,y;t) has the 
n 
same symmetry properties as the corresponding G.El.F J (x,y;t) 
n 
RECURRENCE RELATION ; 
I (x,y;t) has the following recurrence relations 
n 
2n I^(x,y,-t) = xtl^(x,y,-t)] + 2y [t I^_^(x,y;t) - -L. I^^^(x,y;t)] (1.8. 
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Taking the p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e of equat ion ( 1 . 8 . 1 ) w i t h 
respect to x , y and t the f o l l o w i n g recurrence r e l a t i o n occure 
dl 
:r:^(x,y;t) = - i _ C T ( K , y ; t ) + I ^ , ( x , y ; t ) 
ox 2 n-1 n+1 
dl 
^ " (><,y;t) = 4 - [^ ^n-?^""'^'^^ •*' T ~ ^n+2^'''^'^^ ( 1 - 8 . 8 ) 
dT 
^ ^ ( x , y ; t ) = - ^ [ 1 ( x , y ; t ) - I ( x , y ; t ) 
^t 2 n-2 » - ' ' ' ' 2 n+2 
GENERATING FUNCTION AND AS«X:iATED SERIES : 
A g e n e r a t i n g f u n c t i o n f o r T ( x , y j t ) i ; 
n 
00 
r j ( x , y , - T , t ) = £ t " l ^ ( x , y ; T ) = e x p { - | - ( t + - ^ ) + - | - ( T t ^ + - ^ ) } 
n r - t f i " " T t " 
((t,r) ?: o) (1.8.9) 
Putting t = 1, T = t in equation (1.8.9) we get 
CO 
I T (x,y;t) = exp[x + -|_ (t + 4 " ) ^ 
n 2 t 
n = -QCi 
Taking the derivative with respect to t and t = 1 in equation 
(1.8.9) we get 
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j; m l (x,y;t) = J] m [I (x,y;t) - I (x,y;t)] 
m m -m 
m=-oo m=l 
y(t —) exp[x + - ^ (t + -p)] 
Further, considering that 
00 
t T (x,y:T) = sin h[ (t + )] exp[-^— (rt + ) 
2n+l ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ 2 t ^ ^'•2 2 
n=-ai Tt 
(1.8.10) 
J^  t T (x,y;T) = cos h [ — - (t + -—)] exp[-i- (Tt + - — ) 
2n 2 t 2 2 
n=-a' 7t 
(1.8.11) 
Putting t = 1 in equation (1.8.9) the following result holds 
Z I ^, (x,y;t) = sin h(x) exp[-^ (t + -^)] (1.8.12) 2n+l 2 t 
n=-OD 
CO 
Z T (x,y;t) = cos h(x) expr-^ (t + -—-)] (1.8.13) 2n 2 t 
n=-05 
Putting t = e , T = e in equation (1.8.9), we get 
£1 e T(x,y;e )= exp{x cost) + y cos (e+20)) (1.8.14) 
n=-ct' 
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Putting 0 = in equation (1.8.10) we get 
CD 
E i"" I (x,y;e^^) = exp{-y cos e) (1.8.15) 
n=-a> 
Putting t = e , T = e in equation (1.8.10) and (1.8.11) 
^2in0 ^ (x,y;e^^) = cos h (x cosO) exp[y cos(e+20)] (1.8.16) 
2n 
n = -Ct> 
^ i ( 2 n + l ) J ( x , y ; e ^ ^ ) = s i n h (x cosO) exp [y cos(<>+20)] ( 1 . 8 . 
2n+l 
n=-a> 
and from the position 0 = one has 
CO 
Z (-1) l2^(>^>y;e^^) r exp (-y cos B) (1.8.18) 
n = -tt! 
I (-1)" I^^^j(x,y;e' ) = 0 (1.8.19) 
w h i c h a l s o ag rees w i t h e q u a t i o n ( 1 . 8 . 1 5 ) . I n a d d i t i o n , 
one has 
n i d 
r ( - 1 ) I { x , y ; e ) = exp ( -x + y c o s e ) ( 1 . 8 . 2 0 ) 
n 
n = -tt> 
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while from equation 
00 
E I {x,y;e^ ) = exp (x + y cosO) (1.8.21) 
n=-oci 
Moreover from 0 = in equat ion ( 1 . 8 . 1 6 ) , i t r e s u l t s 
4 
00 . / — 
r i " T (x,y,-e ) = cosh {-^— x) exp (-y sin©) ( 1 . 8 . 2 2 ) 2n 2 
n=-co 
_ i(2n+l)lT/4 , i e . . ^ , y2~ . , . . . , , ^ __. V e ^ ^o ^,(x>y>e ) = s inh (—— x) e x p ( - y s i n e ) ( 1 . 8 . 2 3 ) 
2n+l ^ 
n=-tt> 
i© 
Putting t = e in equation (1.8.12) and (1.8.13), we get 
00 i d E T ( x , y ; e ) r cos h exp(ycose) ( 1 . 8 . 2 4 ) 
n=-ao 
D T ^ ( x , y ; e ) = s in h exp(ycose) ( 1 . 8 . 2 5 ) 
nr- t t 
Furthermore taking Q - —— in equa t ions ( 1 . 8 . 1 8 - 1.8.25) we 
g e t 
00 
E ( - 1 ) " i ^ ^ ( x , y ; i ) = 1 
n=-CD 
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n 
rt--Ob 
0) 
E (-1)" T^ (x,y;i) = e""" 
n=-ct! 
n 7 2 
E i I^ (x,y;i) = cos h (—-— K ) exp (-y) 
_ i(2n+l) /4 ^ , .. - w /' ^ A /-A 
~ ** 2 0 + 1 i^  
n=-CD 
CD 
0) 
n=-a) 
Finally, one can derive the following sum rule involving 
squres of I (x,y;t) 
n 
00 
E I^ (x,y;t) = ToC2x, y(t+-^), 1] (t e R.) 
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which has been obtained by means of the Graf formula according 
to the procedure outlined in appendix A of ref [25] 
MULTIPLICATION FORMULAE : 
It is worth stressing that 
T^(Xx,y;t) = X" I (^- - n (x/^) X^^^(x,y;-^) (X;^) (1.8.26) 
k = o " X 
(0 2_ k k 
I^(x,My;t) = Z (t^  -^) (y/^J j ^ ^ ^ ^ (x,y;|it) (|i;«to).(t^ o) 
k=o k! (|it) 
<W r , xk+k' ,.2 k k, 2 ^k' k' 
k=o k! k' • (|i.—- ) X 
k' =0 X 
H*^ o X^ o^ t#«ta 
For X=o, repersented by in equation (1.8.3a) |i=o by in 
equation (1.8.3b) and X=o |l=o by equation (1.8,3c). For t=o by 
equation (1.8.4) respectively 
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The group of Tangent 
Vectors to a Lie 
group and the 
Differential of its 
Exponential Mapping 
CHAPTER - 2 
THE GROUP OF TANGENT VECTORS TO A LIE GROUP AND THE 
DIFFERENTIAL OF ITS EXPONENTIAL HAPPING 
2.1 INTRODUCTION :-
Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebraO we denote by R 
g 
and L the right and left translations by g respectively. The 
g 
differential of the exponential mapping exp of G is given by. 
00 
(d exp) y = d R ( £ -—- (adx) ~ y) 
X expx k! 
^ k=l 
00 
= d L ( r — (-adx)'^'So 
expx \*- kl ^ ^ ^^ k= 1 
For x and y in ^ This formula is one of the 
fundamental ones in the theory of Lie groups. CHEVALLEY [12] 
proves it as a local representation of the NAIJRER CARTAN form 
of canonical cordinates in proposition 1 of chapter V #V-
BOUIRBAKI [ 9 ] proves it by the formula of Hausdorff in 
proposition 6 of chapter ITT §4, HELGASON [38]. WALLACH [85] 
and TUYMNAN [82] prove it by power series expansions of real 
analytic functions. TANIGUCHI [79] showed it by Jacobi fields 
of invariant affine connections. 
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In this chapter we investigate the structure of the group 
TG of tangent vectors to G and the exponential mapping of TG 
and give a simple approach to the formula mentioned above. The 
tangent bundle TG has a structure of Lie group. We shall show 
that the exponential mapping of TG is the differential of the 
exponential mapping of G in proposition (2.2.1.). TG is a 
semidirect product of G and w (proposition (2.2.3)), which 
gives an explicit representation of the exponential mapping of 
the semidirect product in Theorem (3.3.4) and the differential 
of the exponential mapping of G in Theorem (3.3.5) 
Defination [20] :- Translation (Right translation and left 
translation). An element a of Lie group G defines a mapping of 
G into itself by 
p : G > G 
a 
p : X > xa X <= G. 
is called right translation. 
Similarly an element of Lie group defines a mapping of G 
into itself by 
X : G ^ G 
a 
X : X 1- ax X -£ G 
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is called a left translation. 
Both left and right translations a.re one-one mapping of G 
onto itself since it posssess the inverse. The mappings are 
continous, since both right and left translations are 
continuous function of x because translations arB continuous, 
therefore both mapping are homeomorphism 
Remark :- The importance of translation is that they provide 
homeomosphism of G with itself which map any given point into 
any other given point. 
TANGENT BUNDLES [76] :-
M be mainfold of dimension m and let 
T(M) = U{T(M,x) : X G M} 
which is a disjoint union of all tangent spaces. This is a 
family of vector spaces parametri7ed by M, with projection 
IT M : TM » M 
.^^ iZiD'o^ . 
.V 
given by n M (T M) = x 
X 
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--^//3.7: 
Then T(M) is called the tangent bundle of M. 
EXPONENTIAL MAPPING [76] :- Let G be a Lie group and let Xe 
be the vector field corresponding to Xe T(G,e). Let fX denote 
the unique analytic homomorphism of R into G such that 
f"'(t)=X f(t), then we define a exponential mapping exp or exp 
X " G 
to be the map with domain C^/^^jQ^ven by 
^^P-^(Gt) * G : X * fX(l) •^LO,) 
For all t e R 
exp tX = f X(l) = fX(t) 
We see that the curve R * G. .- t * exp tX can be 
characterized as the curve f : R * G such that 
(i) f is an analytic homomorphism 
(ii) f(t) = X (f(t)) ^  all tfcR 
For all s,t € R and x ^-^{(sy) 
exp (s+t)x r exp sx . exp tx 
[exp tx ] = exp(-tx ) 
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since f " i s homomorphism. 
X 
AFFINE TRANSFORMATION [49] [59] : -
A transformation of the form 
X - a x + b y + C 
1 1 - ^ 1 
y = a x + b y + C 
o r? "? 
Where 
a b 
1 1 
a b 
(2 .1 .1 ) 
= a b - b a ^ O 
1 2 1 2 
A transformation of the form given in (2 .1 .1 ) , except that the 
determinant of the cof f icent may or may not be zero. 
The fo l lowing are important special case of the a f f ine 
transformation A ;^ 0 
( a ) A t r a n s l a t i o n 
(b) A rotation 
,1 1 
(K = X + a, y = y + b) ; 
(x = X COS0 + y sinO, y = -x sinO + y cos 9) 
in general 
Let (x , 
system. In the affine space R 
n^ 
X ) be the standard 
n 
co-ordinate 
, n n 
If a map from R to R satisfies 
* i 
0 X 
n 
^ E 
1 1 
x + b (i 1 n) 
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Them we call 0 an affine map of R . The affine map 0 is 
diffeomorphism if and only if det (a.) ?^  O then 0 is called an 
J 
affine transformation. 
n 
The set of all affine transformation of R forms a group 
n 
called the affine transformation group of R . 
Z2 GROUP OF TANGENT VECTORS TO A LIE 6RQIF :-
Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra(/ . We denote the 
multiplication of G by. 
|i : GKG i G and its differential by 
dp. T(GxG) > TG 
Since T(GxG) is naturally isomorphic to T6 x TG, we can 
regard d|l as a mapping from TG xTG to TG. Then TG is a Lie 
group by the mapping d^ i. For exapmle (see Bourbaki [9] chapter 
TIT #2 proprsitions 5), the identity element of TG is the zero 
vector O of the tangent space T G to G at the identity 
e e ^ 
element e of G. We identify the tangent space T G to G at e 
e 
with the Lie algebraC of G. Then we can use the following 
identification. 
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T (TG) = T G x T G = x 
o e o 
e 
We denote the exp and exp the exponential of 6 and TG 
respectively. 
PROPOSITION 2.2-1 :- For (x,y) € U x W the following identity Q S 
hold 
exp (x,y) = d(exp) y. 
T X 
Proof :- We shall first show s -+ d(exp) sy is a 
sx 
one-parameter sub group of TG 
F-"or a,b e R, we obtain 
((d exp) ay) . ((d exp) by) 
ax bx 
dn(-^ I exp(3X + tay) ,-^ j exp (bx + tby)) 
t=o t=o 
dt 
exp((a+b)x + t(3+b)y) 
t=o 
(d exp ) (a+b)y (a+b)x 
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On the other hand 
— 1 (d exp)^^ ty = (x,o) + (o,y) = (x,y) 
t=o 
holds. 
thus exp S(x,y) = (d exp) sy, which proves the 
T sx 
proposi tion 
Lemma 2.2.2 ForU t T G and V <= T. G 
g g h h 
U .V = (dR ) U + (dL ) V 
g h h g g g h h 
] „ : G X ( j > TG : ( g , u ) > dR u 
R —7 g 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 2 . 3 For ( g , u ) , ( h , v ) €. GxG 
(g,u)p^ . ( h , v ) ^ = ( g h , u + A d ( g ) v ) ^ 
Proof :- By Lemma (2.2.2) we obtain 
Jf^((g,u)^ . (h,v)^) = Jj^ (gh,u + Ad(g)v)^ 
Let 1 . G X G • T G : (g,u) > dL U 
L -3 g 
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We can d e f i n e G x (unlike as G x Cj l i k e a s G x Q and 
denote i t s element by ( g , u ) 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 2 . 4 For ( g , u ) , (h,i. ') e G x Q 
( g , u ) ^ - ( h , v ) ^ = (gh , Ad(h) ^ u + v ) ^ 
Proof :- By Lemma (2.2.2), we obtain 
\((g , u)^ . (h , v)^) = l^(gh , Ad(h)'^ U + v)^ 
2.3 We denote by exp the exponental mapping of Gx G 
Let P : Gx Q ) G : (g,u) > g 
Lemma 3.3.1 P is a homomorphism of Lie groups and 
Po exp = expo dp holds. 
Prtxjf :- By proposition (2.2.3) p is a homomorphism 
Po exp = exp o dp holds. 
In order to investigate the exponential mapping exp of 
Gx Q we shall use the group A(V) of affine transformation of a 
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real vector space V of finite dimension. 
We can regard 
A(V) = {[^ "^3 } P e GL(V), V e Vf 
The Lie algebra a(V) of A(V) is given by 
3(v) = {[^ "] I X ^ gl(v), V e V[ (J o ' 
Direct calculations imply the following two Lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3.2 The exponential mapping exp of A(v) is given 
A 
by 
00 
exp[ ] r [e 2^  - — X vj ([„ „1 e a(v)) 
O O , K ! O O k=l 
Lemma 3.3.3 The mapping p from Gx Q to A(G ) defined by 
V 9 . u , , = [ r ^ ^ •;] ((..u),..x<3) 
is a homomorphism of Lie groups. 
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Theoren 3.3.4 :- The Bxponenti a 1 mapping exp of Gx ^ is 
given by 
0) 
ixp^ (x,y) = (exp X, j; - j ^ (adx) y) , ((x,y) e Q xC^ ) 
k=l 
Proof :- By Lemma (3.3.1), the first component of exp (x,y) is 
expx . By Lemma (3.3.2). and (3.3.3). 
Ppj exp^(x,y) = exp^ dp^ (x,y) 
adx y 
= exp I I 
«> 
»^  1 , .k-l 
exp adx J] —p-;- (adx) y 
k=l k! 
O 1 
1 k-1 
so the second component of exp (x,y) is £ (adx) y 
k=l 
Therefore we get 
1 k-1 
exp (x,y) = (exp x, ^ -7-y (adx) y) 
R k=l k! 
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Theorem 3.3.5 :- For x,y e Q 
(d exp) y = dR ( £ - 1 - (adx) ^ y) 
X expx *^  kl 
^ k=l 
Proof :- By proposition (2.2.1) and theorem (3.3.4), we obtain 
(d exp) y - exp d 1 (x,y) 
CD 
1^ (exp X, J^ - ^ (adx) y) 
k=l 
00 
, « 1 , ^k-l 
dR ( j; _ _ (adx) y) 
expx ** kl 
*^ k = l 
Lemma 3.3.6 :-
Oi . ft) 
-t „ 1 k-1 _ 1 , k-l 
E -JT ^ ' 2: "l^ (-t) (t e R) 
k=l • k = l 
Proof :- For any t e R 
00 , t 
-t „ 1 k-l -t e -1 
e r — — t = e 
k = l "• ^ 
-t 1 - e 
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00 
k=l 
Theorem 3.3.7 :- For x,y <=Q 
OD 
(dexp) y = dL ( j; -L- (-adx) ^ y) 
X expx " k! 
^ k=l 
Proof :- By Theorem (3.3.5) and Lemma (3.3.6)^we obtain 
0) 
(dexp) y = dR ( E UT- (-adx) " y) X expx _ k! 
K — i 
OD 
, -adx „ 1 , k-1 dL (e E -TT (adx) y) 
expx *' k! k=l 
CO 
dL ( j; -L. (-adx)**"^  y) 
expx ^ k! 
^ k=l 
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Lie groups Analysis of 
some new types of 
Integrable Differential 
Equations 
CHAPTER 3 
LIE GROUP ANALYSIS OF SOME NEW TYPES OF INTEGRABLE 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
New integrability conditions for linear and nonlinear 
second order ordinary differential equations are obtained by 
means of Lie's group analysis method. Results given in this 
chapter generalise many known results proved by other authors. 
Some hitherto unknown integrable second order differential 
equations are also derived from the result obtained. 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
The integrability of ordinary differential equations by 
quadrature has long been the subject of a large number of 
investigations because many Physical and technical problems 
are formulated in terms of second order differential 
equations, thus wheather or not a given second order 
differential equation can be integrated in the closed form is 
a very interesting problem to experts in many different 
fields. 
In the present chapter, we use the group analysis method 
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due to S, Lie to obtain some integrable second order ordinary 
differential equations both of the linear and nonlinear types. 
Sufficient conditions ensuring integrabi1ity are established 
for second order linear equations. They contain as special 
cases the known results proved by J. ZBORNTK (See,[51] H. X. 
Li [54]3nd J. D. Gu. [34] Some hitherto known examples of 
integrable second order linear differential equations are 
indicated. We also prove two theorems on integrability for 
second order non linear differential equations. One of them 
generalizes the known result given by S. A. ZOLOTAREV. [95] 
Now we recall some notations, definitions and basic 
theore;ms from Lie [42 - 93] which will be used in the subsquent 
discussion. 
IDENTICAL TRANSFORMATION [49]:- A transformation which makes 
no change in a configration (or function); a transformation 
such cts K*-x, y*=y- It ie trivial in itself but is important 
as the product of a transformation and its inverse. 
INVERSE TRANSFORMATION [49] :- The transformation which 
exactly undoes the effect of a given transformation. The 
transformation x'= is its own inverse, because two 
X 
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reciprocetions of a quantity return it its original value. 
The transformations x'=:sinx and x=arc sinx' are inverse 
of each other. 
LINE<W TRANSFORMATION [49] :- Let V and W be two vector space 
over k. If a map 0 from V to W satisfies 
0(3+b) = 0(a) + 0(b) (a,b € V) 
0(A.a) = X 6(a) (A. -£ R, a e V) 
there 0 is called a linear map or linear transformation from v 
to w. 
INFNTTESIMAL TRANSFORMATION [59]:- A one parameter group of 
transformation {0 ), we can define a vctor field X on M by 
df (0 (p)) 
y f r [ _ ] 
p dt t=o 
This vector field X is called the infnitesimal transformation 
of the one parameter group of transformation {0 }- A vector 
field X, which is an infinitesimal transformation of one 
parameter group of transformation of M, is said to be complete 
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if X is complete. 
EXAMPLE : 
Let (x' , , X ) be the standard co-ordinate system 
on R . Let A = (a.) be an nxn matrix. We call a vector field 
J 
on R of the form 
n . . ^ 
X = j; a 
- - , J ^ i 
an infnitesimal linear transformation of R 
Def :- (i) For a given infinitesimal transformation 
d d 
u = <*(x>y) T— + >Kx,y) dx "^ -'-'^  sy ' 
2 
where '^ and "^  belong to the function class c" [R x R, R] 
The second order extension U" of U is defined by 
d d 
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Def ::- (ii) Let k be an open ball centered at the origin of 
r 
the «—dimensional Euclidean space R . A family of analytic 
transformations. 
Xj = X (x,y,0 , yj = Y (x,y,,t) 
? = (^ j. ?2' ?• ) e K r (*) 
is called an i—parameter transformation group, if the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) The value ^ = o characterizes the identity transformation 
X = X(x, y, o) , 
y = Y(x, y, o) ; 
(ii) For every t[ e k, there is a parameter t'/ € k which 
characterizes the inverse transformation of (*) 
X = X(x^, y^, t.') , 
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y = Y(x^, y^ , r ) ; 
(iii) If 
'o ~ ^ (>«j> y^, 6) ; 
2^ ^ ^ "^"r ^r '^ ^ ' *^'^  ^ "^  '^ ' 
then the product of the transformations (*) and (*') is 
also a member of this family of analytic transformations and 
moreover is characterized by the parameter ^ + 6, i.e. 
^^  = X(x,y, '^ + 6) , 
y^ = Y(x,y, ^ + 6) ; 
THEOREM (1) :- The second order ordinary differential equation 
F (x,y, y',y") - 0 
admits the one-parameter group G with infinitesimal generator 
u = Ux,y) T— + >Kx,y) dx "v-'-^ Sy 
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i f and o n l y i f 
U " F ( x , y , y ' , y " ) = O when F ( x , y , y ' , y " ) = O 
3.2. MAIN RESULTS 
We first consider the second order differential equation 
y" = P(x) y' + q(x) y. (3.2.1.) 
o 
Theoren 3.1 Let P(x), q(x) € c' , i!:(x), r/(K) e c" with '^(x) 
J^  O then equation (3.2.1) admits the one-parameter group G 
produced from the generator 
a a 
U = i ' ( x ) ( ^ i - ) + r / (x) y ( - : j - ) i f and o n l y i f 
ox ay 
a x ) p ' ( x ) + r ( x ) P ( x ) + r ( x ) - 2 r / * ( x ) = 0 ( 3 . 2 . 2 a ) 
U x ) q ' ( x ) + 2 . r ( x ) q ( x ) + p ( x ) } ) ' ( x ) - J)" (x) = 0 ( 3 . 2 . 2 b ) 
o r 
< t ' ( x ) + ? ; ( x )p ( x ) - 2 )Kx ) + C^ = 0 ( 3 . 2 - 2 a ' ) 
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^(x)»\x) - »^(x) - ^ ^^(x)q(x) + Cj)Kx) + C^ = O (3.2.2b') 
where C . C are constants. 
1 ' 2 
Proof :- For a given infinitesimal transformation 
d d 
U = Ux,y) -r- + »(x,y) y-
We easily obtain the second order extension U" of the 
generator U to be 
d 
u" = u + (r/'(x)y + r/(x)y' - r (x)y') 
^ ' 
+ (r/"(x)y + 2r/'(><)y' + r/(x)y" - 2r (x)y" - r(x)y') ^ 
Rewriting equation (3.2.1) as 
F(x,y,y',y") = y" - p(x)y' - q(x)y = O 
U" F (x,y,y',y*') = 0 
4 
i.e. [U+(»'(x)y+?Kx)y'-r(x)y')^ +()j"(x)y+2)j'(x)y'+)Kx)y" 
2r(x)y'* - r(x)y')^](y"-p(x)y'-q(x)y) 
We then obtain by computation 
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U" F(K,y,y',y") = (-p'(x)ax) " p(x)r (x) + 2)/(x) - r'(x))y' 
+ (r/"(x) - q'(K)ax) - 2q(x)r(x) - p(x)0* (X) )y. 
Thus, U"F(x,y,y',y") = 0 holds if and only if the condition 
(3.2.2) is satisfied that is 
?,:(x)p'(x) + t'(x)p(x) + r'Cx) - 2»'(x) = O 
ax)q*(x) + 2r(x)q(x) + P(x)T/(x) - T/^Cx) = 0 
Hence, by theorem(l) the proof of (3.2.2) is complete. 
Now, we derive another form of condition (3.2.2). 
From (3.2.2b) 
ax)q'(x) + 2.r(x)q(x) + p(x)?)'(x) - x»"(x) = O 
' r w o r ( x ) , , ^  , p(x)T;'(x) - T/"(x) 
,(.)3xp(2/ f ; ^ dx) . / ^^-^^'^;V ^"^-^ ( 2/ ^ dx) dx.C^ 
<(x) ^(x) e ?(x) 2 
q(x) = exp(-2 / ''r'dx) 
'.(x) 
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'^^  2 * -^  ax) n^o^ •' 
^ (C^ + / ( ) ? " ( x ) U x ) - J ) ' ( x ) p ( > < ) ? ( x ) ) dx ) 
2 2 
? (X ) 
From e q u a t i o n ( 3 . 2 . 2 a ) 
f ( x ) p ' ( x ) + r ( x ) p ( x ) + ^ " * ( x ) - 20 ' ( x ) = 0 
( x ) p ' ( x ) + < t ' ( x ) p ( x ) + r ' ( x ) - 2 ) r ( x ) = O r-^-' 
d ( ^ ( x ) p ( x ) + r ( x ) - 20 ' ( x ) = O 
I n t e g r a t i n g we o b t a i n 
^ ' ( x ) + a x ) p ( x ) - 2 r / ( x ) + Cj = 0 
P ( X ) a x ) = 2 0 ( x ) - r ( x ) - C^ 
S u b s t i t u t i n g t h e above e q u a t i o n i n t o r e p r e s e n t a t i o n o f q ( x ) , 
we f i nd 
q(x)•-—— (c^+/(>)"(x);;(x)-2»(x)»'(x)+)j'(x)?'(x)+c ^y(x))dx) 
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~ (C +/(»"(x)^(x) + })'(x)r (x)- 2)Kx)»'(x)+Cj>r(x))dx) 
r(x) 
^ (c^+ax)r/'(x)-r/^(x)+c^r/(K)) 
rcx) 
q(x)^'^(x) r c + a x ) T/'(x) - r/^ (x) + C r/(x) 
1 
Rearranging the above equation, the condition (3.2.2') 
follows that is 
ax)r/'(x) - rriy.) - r(x)q(x) + c -r/Cx) + c = 0 
The Proof of the theorem in now complete 
Theorem 3.2 :- Let p(x), q(x), ^ '(x) and ))(x) be as defined in 
Theorem(3.1) Let further the condition (3.2.2) or (3.2.2') be 
satisfied then equation (3.2.1) can be integreted in closed 
form. 
Proof :- Under our assumption, equation (3.2.1) admits a one 
parameter group G with generator 
u = a x ) ^  + r/(x) ^ 
tJx "^' ' ^ 
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In addtion, it was well known that equation(3.2-1) always 
admits the group G with generator U =yC—j—; 
dy 
Therefore equation (3.2.1) admits the two paramater group 
constructed by these two linearly independent infinitesimal 
transformation U and U . 
Hemce by the known conclusion in [6], equation (3.2.1) 
can be integreted by quadratures. This complete the proof. 
Remark :- Since the selection of ^ ( K ) , ))(X) and C C^ in 
(3.2.2) and (3.2.2*) ars quite flexible, the above result 
yields a wide class of integrable second order linear 
equations. 
Corollary 3.1 :- J. Zborink (see,[51]). Suppose that the 
2 
function f (x) t c", f'(x) ?= 0 and A,B are constants B ?^  0. 
Then the equation 
y" * ( i T '' '^ ' - R^)y- - ^^^^ V - ° (3.2.3) 
A^f^(x) + 1 A^f^(x)+1 
admits the one parameter group G with generator 
2 2 1/2 
2 f'(x) dx ' 
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and therefore it is integrable in closed form. 
Proof :- Comparing equation(3.2.3) with equation(3.2.1) , here 
we have 
^ ^ A f (x) + 1 
B^(f'(x))^ 
q(x) = 
tCf (x) + 1 
S u b s t i t u t i n g t h e l a s t r e l a t i o n i n ( 3 . 2 . 2 ' a ) and 
( 3 . 2 . b ) , we have 
<t ' (x) + n x ) P ( x ) - 2}Kx) + C = 0 
^ 1 , , , f " ( x ) A ' ^ f ( x ) f ' ( x ) ^ „ , ^ 
^ ^ A ^ f ^ ( x ) + 1 
Taking C = 0 , we have 
^ "^  A f ( x ) + 1 
< t ( x ) q ' ( x ) + 2 r ( x ) q ( x ) + p ( x ) ^ ) ' ( x ) - )}"(x) r o 
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(A^f^(x) + if 
2B^(f'(x))^ ^ P(x) ^^,(,) _ ,^ .(,) , 0 
, 2 2 , ^ , 2q(x) 
(A f (x)+l) 
... , ^ (A^f^(x)-H)f'(x)f"(x) - A^(f-(x))^f(x) I ax)-^^?)'(x)-)?"(x)=0 
< (x) + — ; :; 2q(x; 
(A f-^ Cx) + 1) (f'(x))^ 
,:^(.) . ( ! ^ - ^^^^^ ax) - 1 ^ .'(X) - ."(X) = o 
Setting T)(x) = 0 then, we obtain 
r(x) f"(x) ft'f(x)f'(x) 
?(x) -fM (AV(X).I) 
o 2 1 /'' 
, , . (A f (x) + 1) 
<(x) = — f (X) 
According to Theorem (3.1) and (3.2), equation 
(3.2.3) admits a group G with generator 
im 
2 2 1/2 
^ ^ (A f'^Cx) + \Y'^ d 
f'(x) dx 
and hence it is integrable in closed form. 
2 
Corollory 3.2 (H. X. Li [54]) Let function G(x)eC , G(x)?'0 and 
b,c be constants, C?^ 0. Then the equation 
y" + (bG(x) - %~^))/' + CG^(x) y = O (3.2.4) 
G(x) 
admits the group G generated by the generator 
\ d h d 
G(x) dx 2 -^  dy 
and hence it is inetgrable in closed form. 
G' fx') 2 
Proof :- Substituting P(x) = — 7 ~ r ~ ~ '^^C'^)' c|(><) = "^G (x) 
into (3.2.2'a) 
r ( x ) + ( ^ ^ - bG(x)) a x ) - ^(x) + C^ = O 
Taking C = 0 , then we have. 
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r ( x ) + ( ^ ^ ^ - b G ( x ) ) a x ) - 2^r/(x) = O ( 3 . 2 . 5 ) 
I f we t a k e T/Cx) = , t h e n e q u a t i o n ( 3 . 2 . 2 b ) becomes 
2CG^(x) ^ ' ( x ) + 2CG(x) G ' ( x ) ^ ( x ) = 0 
!;\x) _ G^ ( x ) 
r, (x) G (x) 
which has a Solution 
( (x)"= ^ 
G (x) 
Because ^(>c)= j — - , 7) (x) = satistfy equation (3.2.5) 
by Theorem (3.1) and (3.2), equation (3.2.4) admits the group 
G with generator 
1 t> b d 
U = y - ^ —^— - y 
G(x) ^x 2 dy 
and hence it is integrable in closed form. 
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Corollory 3.3 :- Let q (x) €C , ^ > O , P (x)«C and 
q' (x) q (x) 
^^ "^  = 2q (X) ^ S^~F '^ ^' ''^"'•" S * S '^"^  
1 2 
constants. Then equation Y" + P (x)Y' + q (x) Y = 0 (3.2.6) 
admits the one parameter group G generated by generator 
u = ( ^ ^ ^ ^ )^/--4- . ^  y ' |qj(x)| ihc 2 ^ t>y 
where C - C if q (x) > 0 , C > 0 and C = - C if q (x) < O , 2 1 2 2 1 
C < O. Hence equation (3.2.6) is integrable in closed form. 
Proof r- Taking P(x) = - P (x) , q(x) = - q (x) in (3.2.2'a) 
and (3.2.2b), we have 
r(x) - Pj(x)ax) - 2))(x) = 0 (3.2.7a) 
^ (x) + 
^^7^0 ^^^"^  " iy^O »^' (^> " ^ ^ 7 ^ ^^ "(^ ) = 0 (3.2.7b) 
S u b s t i t u t i n g t h e r e l a t i o n 
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q',(x) q,(x) ,,, 
into (3.2.7a) we obtain 
r(x) + ^ ,\ a x ) + C, ( ^ - ) ^ ^ KM - 2r/(x) = O (3.2.8) 
2q(x) 1 Ca. 
Setting 
q;(x) 
then we get 
C 1/2 
where C = C when q (x) > O and C = -C when q (x) < 0, C < 2 1 2 1 2 
O. Substituting the above solution ^{x) into (3.2.8), we 
obtain 
C 
17(x) = -4-
1/2 
It is easy to find that ^ (•><) = (C/|q (x) | ) and r/(x) = 
C /2 also satisfy condition (3.2.8). Therefore, equation 
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(3.2.8) admits the one parameter group generated by generator 
1/2 d 1 d 
" ^ ' I^TMT ^ -^sr* — ^ - ^ 
so by Theorem (3.2), equation (3.2.6) is integrable in closed 
form. 
Remark 
(1) When C = O, C^ = 1 (and hence C = 1) hold, by using 
corollory Z.Z we derive corollory 1 of J. D. Gu iZA'\-
(2) When C = ±(n+l), C^ = n (n ?^  0,1 and is an integer) from 
corollory 3.3 we obtain corollory 3 of [34]; 
(3) When C = 2, C = 1 from corollory 3.3, we derive 
corollory 5 is [34]; 
1 2 
Corollory 3.4 :- Let P(x) e C , q(x) -£ C , q(x) > 0 and 
P(x) = ^ /^ 2(q(x))^^^ th /((q(x))l/3hold-Then the equation 
y" = p(x) y' + q(x) y (3.2.9) 
admits the one parameter group generated by generator 
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U = T7Z -^ yth ( / (q(x)) dx) 
C C x ) ) ' / ^ *< -^ • 
and it is integrable in closed form 
Proof :- Substituting 
P(x) = i r r ^ - 2(q(x))^/^ th (/ (q(x))^/^ dx) 
into (3.2.2b), we have 
r ( x ) + T T ^ ( ^ ) - 2(q(x))^/^th(r(q(x))^/^dx)nx) - 2^ r/(x) = 0 2qCx) 
(3.2.10) 
Letting f'(x) + ^ , \ f(x) = O, we obtain 
2q(x) 
ax) = —^ 1/2 (q(x)) ' 
Substituting in equation (3.2.10), it follows that 
r/(x) r -th( / (q(x)^'^^ dx) 
S u b s t i t u t i n g ^ x ) = , o (x ) = - t h ( / ( q ( x ) ) ^ ' ' ^ dx) 
( q ( x ) ) ^ ' ^ ^ 
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and P(x) = ^'[^l - 2(q(x))^''^ th (/(q(x))^^^ dx) into (3.2.2b), 
2q(x) 
we get 
^'(x) + 1 ^ .t(x) + P(x) n'(x) - r)"(x) = 0 
l ^ - 2(q(x))^/^ th(/(q(x))^/^ dx] . i- ^^^i^^^''" . ] 
''^^'^•' ch^(/(q(x)^^^dx) 
^(q(x))'^'^^q'(x)xch(/(q(x))^'^^ + 2q(x) th(/(q(x) ) ^ '^ d^x) 
-[- _ _ _ ] 
[ch (/(q(x)) ' dx)] 
I p ^ - 2(q(x))^/^h/(q(x))^/^dx)] x C - ^^^^^^^'^^ 
2q(x) /J 1. 2 j/^ 
^^ ^ Ch (/(q(x)) ' dx) 
r q'(x) ^ 2q(x)th(/(q(x)^^^dx) 
1/2 2 1/2 2 1/2 
2(q(x)) ' Ch (/(q(x) ^  dx) Ch (/(q(x)) ^  dx) 
1 1/2 
Therefore <t(x) = -y^ ))(x) = -th(/(q(x)) dx) satisfy 
equation (3.2.2b). Then by Theorem (3.1) and (3.2), this 
equation admits the group G generated by generator 
U = S T ^ - ^ - yth (/(q(x))^ ''^ dx) - ^ 
( q ( x ) ) ' / ^ *^ " ^y 
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and is integrable in closed form. 
Remark :- The last result is similar to corollory 7 of [34 ]. 
But it is evident that the integrability of equation (3.2.9) 
can not be derived from the known theorems in IZ4'],-
Consider the one parameter group G with generator 
o 
1 d G' (K) d 
U r _ ^ — ^ + i_J y o Q(x) G(x) ^ ^. . 2 . . dy 
Q(x)G (x) 
We easily obtain that the second order extention of parameter 
U is 
o 
u" = u + A ( x , y , y ' ) - 4 — + A^(x>y,y'>y") ^ 
o 1 <7y 2 ay 
where 
A / •X d ^ G'(x) . . , G'(x) 
A, (x,y,y' ) = y —r- ( hr ) + y [ 1 d x ' , ^ 2 , , ' •''• , , 2 , , 
Q(x)G (x) Q(x)G (x) 
"^ ( ^r. \ ^. x)3 (3.2.11) dx ^ Q(x) G(x) 
dx^ Q(x)G^(x) ^ Q(x)G^(x) 
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^ C -,,,^^,3. . " C - ^ - .4. (,,,i^ )3 (3...., 
To obtain the most general second order differential invariant 
of G , we construct and solve the partial differential 
o 
equation 
U" F(x,y,y',y") = 0 
o 
w h i c h i s e q u i v a l e n t t o t h e sys tem of o r d i n a r y d i f f e r e n t i a l 
e q u a t i o n . 
. . r . Q(x)G ( x ) d y ' d y " Q ( K ) G ( x ) d K r \ ^ dy = — r - — ''—, — ( 3 . 2 . 1 3 ) 
G ( x ) y J ^ j ( x , y , y ) A ^ ( x , y , y , y ) 
where A and A are given by (3.2.11) and (3.2.12) 
respectively. 
From 
Q(x)G(x)d>, -- °<^?f'"^ dy . ^ Z''' .^  (3.2,14) 
G (x)y A^(x,y,y' ) 
we observe that the system (3.2.13) has two independent first 
i ntegrals 
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y - c 
G(x) 1 
(V - m\^ - c. 2 "^^  G(x) Q(x) G (x) 
set o<(x,y) = ^ , P(x,y,y') = ' ^v' " ^ ^ ) 
^ ' Q(x) G (x) 
then by Lie's result (cf. [93]) 
r ' 'M - ^ y" - (G-(x)/G(x))V - (G-(x)/G(x))y' 
rcx,y,y ,y ; - ^^ - Q^^^ (y'G(x) - G'(x)y) 
Q'(x)G (x) + 2G(x)G'(x)Q(x) 
Q^(x) G^(x) 
can be taken as the third independent first integral of 
(3.2.13). Therefore, we have the following result. 
1 3 
Theorem 3.3 :- Suppose that Q(x) e C , G(x) e C , Q(x)G(x) = ^ 
and y ^ C G(x) (C is a contant). Then the most general form of 
second order differential equation admitted by group G is 
o 
y" (G'(x)/G(x))*y - (G'(x)/G(x))y' Q'(x)G^(x)+2G' (x)G(x)Q(x) 
Q(x)(y'G(x) - G'(x)y) Q (x)^G (x)^ 
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^t"' Q(x) G^(x) 
where 0 is an arbitrary continuously differentiable 
function. 
Tt is wellknow that the substitution 
X = a(x,y) . Y = n (x,y,y') 
Leads equation (3.2.15) to the first order equation, 
dy 
dx 0(x,y) (3.2.16) 
As a special consequence, we can not only derive the main 
integrable second order equation given by S. A. ZOLOTAREV 
(see, [51]), but also obtain some new integrable second 
order nonlinear equations. For example, 
(A) When 0(x,y) r 0(x), equation (3.2.16) becomes 
- ^ = OM 
- ^ = 0(x) 
y = /*0(u) du ^ 0*(x) 
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In original variables, then we have 
y-- (G'(x)/G(x))y * y 
5 -' ^ ( -^00 ^ Q(x) G (x) 
Or 
' ' - | T ^ ^ = «f'<"^'f'<"'^* ' 5 ( ^ ^ ^ ' - ' - " ' 
Because equation (3.2.17) admits the one parameter group 
G , thus it is integrable in closed form. Hence we have the 
o 
following result. 
Theorem 3.4 :- Tf 0(U,v) = 0(u) in equation (3.2.15), then 
the second - order nonlinear differential equation considered 
is integrable in closed form. 
X 
Remark : - When 0 ( u , v ) = u , G(x) = e x p / G ( u ) d u , and Q(x) = 1 
t hen e q u a t i o n ( 3 . 2 , 1 5 ) reduces t o 
y " - ( 3G^ (x ) + y)y» - ( G j ( x ) - 2 G ^ ( x ) ) y + G^(x ) y^ = 0 
We believe the last integrable equation is new to the 
1i terature. 
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(B) When 0(x,y) = 0 (x) 0 (y), then equation (3.2.15) 
becomes 
'^ ^ - 0 fx) 0„(y) 
dx K ' 2 
If 0 (y) ^ O then we have 
^^ - 0 (x) dx 
&(y) 1 
and / - ^ ^ f - = / 0 fx) dx (3.2.18) 
Define 
0^(X) r /'^  0^(U) dU, 
0(y)=/>^ ^^ 2^'^ 0„(u) 
and assume that the function & has no inverse function 0 
9 2 
then equation (3.2.18) becomes 
y = 0^^ (0j(x)) 
By the Proof of the theorem (3.4) we see that, in this cast 
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equation (3.2.15) is intograble in closed form therefore we 
have. 
Theoren 3.5 :- Suppose that 0(u,v) = 0 (u) 0^(v) in equation 
v/ dw (3.2.15), 0 ?f O and 0 (v) = / ( ^ , ^ )has an inverse 
^ 2 2 0 (w) 
function. Then the second - order non linear equation (3.2.15) 
is integrable in closed form. 
Remark :- In term of theorem 3.5, set 0(u,v) = ( ) 0(u), 
then equation (3,2.15) becomes 
^ '• G(x)'^ ^ ''G(x) ^ ^ Q (x)G (x) + 2G'(x)G(x)Q(x) 
Q(x) (y'G(x) - G'(x)y) Q^(x) G^(x) 
Q(x) G^(x) ^ ^ y ) 
y'-(G'(x)/G(x))y ^ G(x) 
If Me take G(x) = 1 then the above equation rduces to 
Q'(x) _ Q(x) 
r- 0(y) 
°(x'>'' P^.) ^ 
or 
'^"" ^ ( ^ y* " ^^ "^"^  "^ y^^  = ° (3.2.19) 
Again we take 0(x) r -i/g(x) and equation (3.2.19) become 
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y" + I'fiV y' + -T— ^*(y) = ° (3.2.20) 
^^"^ g^(x) 
* 
Where 0 (y) - - 0(y), equation (3.2.20) is the main integrable 
type given in (see, [51]). 
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Lie theory and 
Generalized Bessel 
Functions 
CHAF'TER - 4 
GROUP MC2) 
4.1. THE GROUP OF RIGIDMOTION OF R^ [ 88 ] 
Conr-ider t h e Ep<^ce P w i t h i t s r.atu.'^S'l u ' l i t a r v s t r u c t u r e 
( -' y ) = . ^ - '.. ^ -, ( 4 . 1 . 1 ) 
w h e r e ' ; = . ; ^ , ^ ) , y - ( y . , Y^ ) 
The s p a c e o f Sxl s ^ ' f i r . t i sc . .T .e t r i e= c t P'~ ^ s c a l l e d t h e 
' - I 
n o t i o n Qf"Gup O"^  R 
D e f n : - ~ h e n ' > ^ O r i r q . . - . i c i - ; " " t E e r . ^ 7 - e c r ^ t r . t s t ^ o r . o"f t h e 
s~Tce cc>~i=u i tL tE ^ =_c^-"r_.p i - i l e o t ^ --'zz^' ""•ot-or. g r r u n a r d 
d e n o t e d bv M i 2 ) . 
To 5_fr-pl 1 •f-•' notc> u J. 1'r, i>.e La--t i "" i to =• cco_• •" t t n s cDFiplev, 
s t r L i C t u r e o f R 
By I d e n t i f y i n g = . , . . ^ ; w i t h Z = + i _ ,^ . = . v , , y ^ ) 
W i t h (^ = v< "'" js.v_, we h ^ , ^ 
( \ y / = Re z (, . 
A p r o p e r ••not ion i s a e s c r i D e d P- a p a i r i \ , ^ ; w i t h 1 ^ 1 = 1 , 
c fE £ w^ i i ch a c t s as ' ' o l l o w s 
g - = ( z + ,^ 
G i v e n a n o t h e - T , r t i n n g ' d e - f i n e d ty 1/ ,^/ ) , ^^e h a v e 
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(g',g) 2 = g'(gr) = C'( 2 + C'? + ^' (4.1.2) 
Hence to the product g'g corresponds the pair (C'C>C'?H') 
ISOMORPHISM OF GROUP M(2) [88] 
A-. isDT.orphiBiT of H(2) with the semidirect product T; C 
where T, (< ) - C ^ • 
M(Z) 15. a ccnnected gf-oup of dimeriBj-on 3, however it is 
not si'Tiplv connected. 
""ne pair (t'^ d"'., Ti is Sy'mmet'^ -j.c. An mvolutivC 
autO''!"'C'r~r.hj.s~i fc'r" .^ '^ich T IE fi' td point set, can be defined as 
fD1lows, 
^r J, .' = (C . - O • 
"^~ie j . n v a ' " i a n t i~>eas._'•'•"& on M i Z ) j . s t ' l e p^ ' oduc t O"^  t h e 
i n ^ - s r i ^ n t messwres on T anc R^ 
/ fdp = - 4 - J ^ " / f (B^^^ , < ;d 0 d ^ A o r 
. . , - . . 4rT o c 
1 2n 10 
-^^ / / J f ( e ; ;.y;. d 0 d . dy (4 = 1 . 7 ) 
j^ -FT O K h 
Thii= measure is actually bi-v'ariant. ^en^e !i i 2) ±s a 
unifjiodu. 1 ar group. The Lebesg.je measu-~t on R^ is -^-^ D 
ir variant. The ho-.c.TGnc.us space M(2)/R"^  j.s isonorphic to T and 
also possesses an [-1(2) invariant measure, namely the Haer 
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measure for T. 
LIE ALGEBRA OF GROUP W(2) C8S] 
ND"*- we describe the Lie algebra of the group M(2). For this 
purpose it 15 convenient to represent M(2) as subgroup of 
&L(2;C,i via the mapping. 
M (2) 9 (C , ^  ) 
0 , i 
e GL (2,C) (4.I.4J 
T'-iB algebra Q ^''^ the group M(2) is then isoiT'orphic to 
the algebra of the corresponding sub group of GL(2;C). 
Pefine the following one-parameter sub group 
1 t .t. 
U ) = [3 ,] -3^^^ = fD n 
"he ccrrespondmg elements of the algebra M (2 ,c) Bi-'B Q- the 
^ = tn n3' ^2 ^ [p ^ ] " ^3= [0 0^ D 0-^  
Direct computation shows that the following commutation 
relata.Drs hold. 
[>^,X^] - X^ ^ ^ 3 ' ^ ! ^ = •^ [x^,y,] = 0 
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SPHERICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE GROUP M(2) [883 
The series of special representations of the group M(2) 
IS obtained by the operation of inducing from the 
one-diiTiensional representation of the nor.Tial sub groups R'^ . 
These representation will be realized m the multiplier forrri 
on the space L'^(T). 
We d e s c r i b e t h e c h a r a c t e r s o f R'"(=C) 
X 
P , 2 . giRefBZ ,^ ( 4 . 1 . 5 ) 
The transition from an induced representation m its 
usual -foriT' to the multiplier form is atttair.eci b/ means of the 
simplest Imbedding of T into Mi2) 
3 : a y (ot, 0) o e T 
On the basis of intertwine, we obtainec (a,C) e M(2) the 
folloi^mg expression for the induced represertation U'^  
-f^(g) f(«) : = e^ '^ '^ f^  ^^^ f(r a) 
= ap(g ,oi) f i( ,o() , g = ((^ ) 
Thus the subgroup T acts on L^(T\ ss the left regular 
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representation, 
T^( (G,D)) f (a) = f (C«.' 
On the other hand the sct_on of R has the form 
T' ( (1,^ ) ) -f (CK) = e ^ f ( c<, 
The operator T iH^l)'.- is a diagonal operator of 
rriul t^plicatiDn by a cDntinuDijs fanctions. The representation 
space L"^ (T) admits a basj.s relative to which the operators 
T (((,0)) are all diagonal. ObviouEly the basis consist of the 
e (a) = a n e z 
n 
The matrix element of the representation T' with respect 
to this basis 
t la) = (e /T' (g)t ) = /-r c< ( e ' ^ da 
mn - m "^  n T 
for g- {( ,0 
We observe that owing to the invariance of the measure 
da, the matrix element t' , is identical with t whenever 
o, D 0 0 
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IP'I = ini 
Therefore spherical functions corresponding to the 
representatiorps T , T are idential . 
4 2 GEINERALIZED BESSEL FUNCTIONS AND THE GROUP M(2) 
Bessel functions are related to irreducible 
representatiDn of the group M(2i of motions of the euclidean 
plane. In this cornection, Be=5el functions appear both as 
'Tiatri elementE of irreducible representaticn of r.(2.5 and as 
basis functions for Irreducible representations of the 
underlying Lie algebra. 
E'lnce the group "(2) car- be decowposed into three one -
parame-ter sub groups, representing shifts along the two 
co-oroinste a 'ts and rotations of the plane, the basis 
eleiTents in the Lie algebra of h(2i can be understood as the 
qeneratQt's of these transforiT.atiDns of the euclidean plane. 
Their operator images through any irreducible representation 
or> a coiT'p-le ; vector space span m turn a Lie algebra m which 
the usual choice for the basis operator-s is provided dv J ^ 
J_ and J^ satifving the commutation relations 
[J^ , J^] = ± J^ , tJ^ , J_3 - 0 (4.2.1) 
The BF are related to the basis elements of the 
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irreducible representation of the Lie algebra of M(2) on the 
vector space of analytic functions with respect to specific 
two--a'^iable realizations of the operators (4.2.1) . In the form 
of linear differential operators. 
, J , - e L + — 5 — + —r—J (4.^.^1 dz ' "± <?y Y dz 
he f u n z t i o n "f ( v , z ) = J ( / ) e " as bas i s e l e m e n t s , 
n n 
s a t i s f - j . n g the r -eb / the r e l a t i o n s , 
J ^ f = n f , J ^ f = f _^ , , J^J f = J ul f = f ( 4 . . 
3 n n ± n n i l + - n - + n n 
The c i t f e r e n t i a l equatxcn obeyed by the Besse l 
" u ~ c t i D - IS r e p o r t e d be lc i - f o r t h e sa^ e o f comple teness 
""'-] J ( / ) = J (y ) ( 4 . 2 . 4 ) 
. 2 y dy 2 n ' n 
dy / 
Corr-espondingl y, the Bessel Tunctions appear as matrix 
elexients of irreducible representations of M(2) on the Hilbert 
spa-fc ot Lebesgue mtegreble functions f(f'), defined on the 
u->it circle 0 < f S 2 n, m which the harmonic functions {e"^  
: n integer} haye been chosen as Drthonormal basis. 
"The GBF' s the recurrence formulae suggest the 
possj-bulit/ of introducing a set of linear differential 
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operators, which satisfy the commutations relation(4.2.1) and 
admit the G.B.F's oft basis functions in the sence of the 
relation (4.2.3) 
The following three va r i ab le r e a l i z a t i o n of J - o p e r a t o r s 
J-. = ^ — , J , = e [+ - ^ - -i- 5- + T^-3 (4 .2 .5 ) 
dz ± dy •/ dz y dt 
obey the following co-rimutation r u l e s and ha y'e the "functior 
f ('- , y, 2 ; t ) = J ( >;, y; t ) e (4 .2 .6 ) 
n n 
as b a s i s elements sa t i s fy ing the r e l a t i o n s ( 4 . 2 . 3 ) . The 
ope ra to r s J^ s h i f t s the mde-, n by n±l r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
i-'-,t - n f , i j T _ - f j f = f ( 4 . 2 . / ) 
-• n n + n n+1 - n n - 1 
The richcfr Structure of the rBzurrer^cB relation (4 .2 .4 ) 
with respect to those holding for BF' s allot^s to introduce 
further operators E., and E^ as 
±m 
oz +m t <?;; ^ c^t 
E ^ = e-"'^^-^ _|_ - t ^ ] 
-m X dx dx 
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f o r wh i ch the f o l l o w i n g commutation r e l a t i o n s can be w r i t t e n 
down 
/N /N /N /S /S 
[E_,E ] = ± m E^ , [E^ ,E 3 = 0 (4.2.9) 
r- j_ J _ I - J : J_ j:(m) j.j:(fl*) he optratorB E, turning the function f into f . arB 
'^ ±m n n±m 
^,(m) , ^ v ^ ( m ) c ^im) ,(rri) E_f = (m+n) f , E f = f . 
_. n n +m n n+m 
E f^*"'' = f^'"-' (4.1.10) 
-m n n-m 
Hence the complete algebraic st-"uctuf"e relevant to the 
GBF 5 should be understood as the five-dimerisional Lie algebra 
/s /N /N 
spanned by The operators J_,J, ,E, 
-• Z Z iTl 
The operators E_ be^ng simply related to J^ a; 
E, = J^  + ml 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n s obeyed by the GBE'5 can be 
d i r e c t l y i n f e r r e d f rom t h e o p e r a t o r r e l a t i o n ( 4 . 2 . 7 ) and t h e 
e q u a t i o n 
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Y. T J^ ' ( x , y ; t ) J ^ ^ ^ ( u , v ; t ) = C^_'^^ ] J^ C g { x , u ; t t T ) , 
l=-oo 
g ( y , v ; t ) ] 
w h j c h t u r n i n t o 
J J f = T , E ^ E T - f 
+ — n n +fTi —m n n 
with thE Dbv'iouB difference that now .Tiore than one equation 
can be written down, as a consequence of the more intrigued 
structure of the functions (4.2.2) and of the- presence of more 
varlables. 
The differential equation obeyed by the orignally 
00 
introdLced function J (',y) = V J (x) J ^ (/), is 
n ^ 1 n-2j 
1=00 
i-i '-I '-I 
J ( .,v) = 4 ^ ( ^ + 1) J^ (':,y) (4.2.11) 
Let us briefly comment on the posibility of regarding the 
functions (4.2.2) as matrix elements of irreducible of a 
certain group, m full analogy with BF's corresponcing to any 
integer m we can associate the group G(IT) with elements. 
y = (a,t,z,c,o() o S ex S 2rT a,b,c,d - complex numbers 
and multiplication law 
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g, g^ , = (a„ + a,cD5a„ - b.sina^, b^ + a,5ina„ + b cosa^. 
c_ + B COS ma^ - d sin mo< , d^ + c 5in ma^ 
2 1 ^ 1 ^ x - i ^ 
d COS ma^, a + o<„) (4.2.12) 
1 X. 1 ^ 
as suggested by the comfriutation rule (4.2.1) and (4.2.9) 
obeyed by the operators J_ and E_ respectively. 
Sirice in general a,b,c,d can be comple^ - numbers, B(m) is 
a -'-pa "asT.eter Lie group. A representation o^f this group can be 
wort ea 0'_it or. the Hilbert space //^ *^ 'p) o"f Lebesgue integrable 
•functions f(^), C' -^ tp < 2n, vgith the inner prod-jct being 
defined m the usual fashion. 
^c-r any compleK number p we can define a representation 
"" I g ) o t G {m) en /* ^  - V' ^  
"" (g) f(f>) = exp C p^cos0 + b sin0 + c cos mf> + d sin mf>; ] 
f((P - a) 
which s a t i s f i e s t h e r e q u i r e d coiT^position law. 
"f (Q^) T ( g ^ = T ( g ^ g ; p ^ p X p ^ 1 
It can be proved that, according to the integral 
representation (1.6.9), the matri.; elements of T (g) m the 
chocsen basis are related to the functions J „ in t^  
n 
15 the purely imaginary and a,t,c,d Are real number 
he case p 
n 
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4.3. LIE THEORY AND GENERALIZED BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
Weisner [90] group. Theoretic method of obtaining 
generating functions has been utilized in the case of 
generalized Bessel functions (GBF) J (x,y;s) by giving 
n 
suitable interpretations to the index (n). A few special cases 
of interest are also discussed which would yield inevitably to 
many new and known results of the theory of special functions. 
The generalized Bessel functions, discussed in the 
present paper, are characterized by two indices, two variables 
and one parameter. They are defined by a series of products of 
ordinary Bessel functions (BF) of integer order, namely. [16 , 
P.243] 
Cm) °^ i 
J (x,y;s) = j; s'j.(x) J ^ .(y) (4.3.1) 
n . 1 n+mi 
which is a solution of the following simultaneous ordinary 
differential equations. [16,P.249] 
d"v 2 2 2 o 
~2 o * —T- (2"+s) -liZ- - - - -T— + — v=0 (4.3.2) 
.2 2 ^ 2 2 ^ ' d s y dv dy y ds y -- y ay 
and 
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d V 
-J-
d x ' 
2 
S 
X 
+ • 
s 
2 X 
dv 
ds 
1 
X 
d v 
dx - V = 0 ( 4 . 3 . 3 ) 
Set s = 1 , m = - 1 i n ( 4 . 3 . 1 ) and use a r e s u l t [ c f . [ 6 1 ] p76 ] 
t o g e t 
( - 1 ) 00 ( x , y ; 1) = E J . ( y ) J . ( x ) = J ( x + y ) ( 4 . 3 . 4 ) 
n , n - 1 1 n l = - O C i 
where as for m = -1 equation (4.3.1) becomes 
(-1) CD 
'(x,y;s) = j; S J.(x) J .(y) 
n . 1 n-i 
(4.3.5) 
l=-00 
Thp function (4.3.1) reduce to the ordinary BF's for X or Y 
equal zero, according to (see [16],p.243) 
lim J (x,y;s) = J (y) 
n n 
X—»o 
(4.3.6a) 
lim J (x,y;s) = ^  
n 
X—f-O 
-n/m , ^  
S ' J (x) 
-n/m n/m integer 
otherwise (4.3.6b) 
As far as the application of GBF are concerned, they 
frequently arise in physical problems of quantum 
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electrodynamics and optics, scattering of laser radiation by 
free or weekly bounded eletrons, the emission of 
electrodynamics radiation,[13],[23],[25], the generation of 
betatron harmonics [13],[23],[25] and the mutual absorption of 
two nonparallel classical photon fields through the production 
of elesctron pairs. For a link of GBF with Jacobi elliptic 
functions, the error function, the Hermite polynomials and 
their generalization. Although GBF are of interest primarily 
as solution of differential equations and their analytical and 
numerical study, it is instructive and convenient to develop 
them from a completely different approach, that of generating 
function by Weisner group theoretic method. 
The object of the present chapter is to derive some new 
generating functions J (x,y;s) by constructing a five 
n 
dimensional Lie algebra with the help of Weisner's method by 
suitable interpretations to the index (n) of the function 
under consideration. 
A-A GROUP - THEORETIC METHOD 
d d d d d d 
Replacing —— by -— , —-— by -—, by dy ^ ' ds ds ' dx &x 
and n by — j — in (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) we get 
Oz 
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d u 2 2 2 2 2 2 
m s d u 1 if u 2ms (f u ms AJ 1 du 
+ + + _ _ _ + ^ 2 2 ^ 2 y » 2 2 d z d s 1 ds. y dy 
Oy y OS, dz y y 
- u = O ( 4 . 4 . 1 ) 
and 
2 2 2 
d u s d u s t ^ I A J - . . - . . - . X 
+ + — — - u = O ( 4 . 4 . 2 ) 
^ 2 2 ^ 2 2 d s x d x 
a x X ffs X 
respectively 
(f) /• V nZ 
Thus u (x,y,z;s) = J (x,y;s) e is a solution of 
1 n 
(4.4.1) and (4.4.2) since J (x,y;s) is a solution of (4.3.1) 
n 
and ( 4 . 3 . 2 ) . We f i r s t c o n s i d e r t he f o l l o w i n g f i r s t o r d e r 
l i n e a r d i f f e r e n t i a l o p e r a t o r s . 
A = m + 
1 dz 
mz , 1 d 1 d ^ 
A = e { — -^ - J - } 2 s ffx X ffs 
2 
-mz s d i> 
A_ = e { 5 - - s - ^ j - } 
3 X tfS <7X 
4 dz 
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f^^ - ^ { 3-+ IT * -Al ^ 
5 Oy "y az y OS. 
-z ^ d \ d ms. d . fli = e { — r - + — + -35- } 
6 &y y az '^ OS. 
such that 
- (m) . . nz, , . (m) , ^ nz 
A, [J (x,y;s) e ] = (m+n) j' (x,y,-s) e 
I n n 
. r-,(»n)/- N nz (m) (n+m)z 
A [J (x,y;s) a ] = J (x,y;s) e 
2 n n+m 
A_[J (x,y;s) e ] = J (x,y;s) e 3 n n-m 
A^[J (x,y;s) e ] = nJ (x,y;s) e 
4 n n 
A [J (x,y;s) e ] = J (x,y,-s) e 
5 n n+1 
^^LJ^ (x,y;s) e ] = J (x,y;s) e 6 n n-1 
Now we have the following commutation relations 
[A^.A^] r mA^, [A^.A^] = O, [A^.A^] = mA^, [A^,A^] = A^, 
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[A ,A ] = - mA , [A ,A ] = - mA , [A ,A ] = O, [A ,A ] = - A 
1 ' 3 3 2 ' 4 2 3 ' 5 ' 4 6 6 
[A A ] = 0 , [ A ^ , A ^ ] = O, C ^ T ' ^ ^ l = ° ' t ^ c ' ^ ^ ^ = ° ' 
1 4 . i J j O O 3 0 
[A ,A ] = A , [A ,A ] - O, 
1 5 5 ' 2 6 
[A ,A ] - - A 
1 6 6 
where [A,B] = AB - BA 
It is clear that A = A + ml where I is the identity 
1 4 
operator. The above commutator relations show that the set of 
operators {A. : i , , 6} generate a five dimensional 
Lie algebraCj and the set of Operators {A , A A } form a sub 
algebra ofQ which is three dimensional Lie algebra r [61]. 
It is clear that the differential operators. 
dT m"^" d" 1 d" 2ms d" m ^^ d i d 
L = + + + _ + 1 ^ 2 2 . 2 y ^ "2 2 dzd^ 2 ds. V dy 
ay y a^ az y y 
and 
2 2 2 
d s" it*" s ^ Id 
L - - + + — - 1 
2 .2 2 ^ 2 2 . X dx 
ax X as. X Oz 
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which can be expressed as. 
L = A A - 1 and L = A A - 1 
1 5 6 2 2 3 
commutes with A, , i = 1,2,3,4,5,6, that is, 
1 
[L , A.] ^ 0 i = 1,2,3,4,5,6, 
1 1 
and [L^, A.] = 0 i = 1,2,3,4,5,6 
(4.4.3) 
The extended form of the group generated by 
A.=(i=2,3,4,5,6,) are as follows. 
1 
m m 
3 A 23 t , 23 t , 
o »:> 'y \f-> o I/O 
e ^ ' f(x,y,t,-s) = f[ X [ 1 + ] '^ ,y,t;S [1 + ] ] 
xs xs 
a A 2a S , 2a S , 
3 3 , , r . 3 ,1/2 3 -1/2, 
e f(x,y,t;s) = f[ x [ 1 ] ,y;t;S [1 ] ] 
xt m xt m 
a A a 
4 4 , ^ , 4 ^ 
e f(x,y,t;s) = f(x,y,e t,s) 
a A 2a t , 2a t , 2a t , 
5 5 , X r . 5 1/2 ^ 5 -1/2 ^ 5 -m/2. 
e f(x,y,t;s) = f[x,y[l ] , t [1 ] ;S[1 ] 
3 A 2a , 2a , 2a . 
6 6 ^ , X ^r r 6 1/2 ^ 6 -1/2 ^ 6 m/2_ 
e f(x,y,t;s) = f[x.y[l + ] , t [1 + — ] ;S[1 + - — ] ] 
ty ty ty 
where t = e 
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Then we have 
a A a A a A a A a A 6 6 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 , 
e e e e e f ( x , y , t ; s ) - f ( < , ) 7 , p , 0 ) 
m 2a S , 2a t , 
r 3 - 1/2 r 2 - 1/2 
where ^ = x[ 1 - J [ 1 + ] 
x t m 
xS 
2a , 2a t , 
, 6 - 1/2 - 5 _ 1/2 
t y y 
a 2a , 2a t 4 , 6 , 1 / 2 , 5 _ - 1 / 2 p . t e [ 1 + - ^ — ] [ 1 - ^^ ] ( 4 . 4 . 4 ) 
2a , 2a t , 2a S , 2a *t*^ 
t y 
x t m s x 
4-5 GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
From the above discussion, we see that u(x,y,z,s) 
(m), ^ n? 
J (x,y;s) e IS a solution of the system 
n 
L u = 0 
1 
(A^-n) u = 0 ; 
*• 4 
L u = 0 
1 
(A^-1) u = 0 
L u = O 
1 
L ^V^^ " '-0 
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L u = O 
1 
(A +A +A -n-2) u = O : 
4 5 6 
r L u = O 
2 
(A -m-n) u = O : 
1 
L u = 0 
2 
(A -1) u = 0 
2 
L u = 0 
2 
L u = O 
2 
(A -1) u = O ; I (A +A +A -m-n-2) u = 0 : 
3 L ^ 1 2 3 
From (4.4.3), we easily see that 
SL [j' '(x,y;s) e ] = L s [j' '(x,y,s) e ] 
I n I n 
and SL [j' ^(x,y;s) e ] = L s [j^ '(x,y,s) e ] 
2 n 2 n 
a A a A a A a A a A 
6 6 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 
where S - e e e e e 
Therefore, the transformation S[J (Xjy;s) e ] is also 
n 
annulled by L and L 
' 1 2 
By putting a. = O, i = 1,2,3,4; a = b, a - C and 
1 3 0 
w r i t t i n c ) f ( x , y , t ; s ) = t J ( x , y ; s ) where e = t , i n ( 4 . 4 . 4 ) 
n 
we g e t 
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6 5 , n (m), ,, n_ 2C .n/2 . 2bt .-n/2 
e e [ *^  Jp ^^'^'^^1 = t [ 1 + - ^ 1 [ 1 — ] 
CA^ ba 
But e e [t J^  (x,y;s)3 (4.5.1) 
n 
— — b e n-k+i (m) , . ,. ^ _ 
= E Z -^T -TT t j' ' (x,y;s) (4.5.2 
i=o k=o 
Combining the above two relations (4.5.1) and (4.5.2), we get 
i::o k = 0 
(4.5.3) 
2bt ^ 2C , 2bt , I 2C , 
where 0 = 1 - 0 = 1 + , < 1 , < 1 
y ty ' y ' ' ty ' 
If C = 0, t = 1 there in equation (4.5.3) becomes 
2b , -n/2 (m). , 2b _ 1/2 . 2b . -m/2. 
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00 1 
i =o 
For m = -1, S = 1 (4.5.4) gives 
t. -^]-"^^3<-"[x,v[i-^l'/^ . [i-^l'^'] 
CD 1 
^ ^ "TT- ^ n+i '^^-"^^ ' l-F"! ' '' '^'•^ •^ ^ 
i =o 
where as (4.5.3), gives 
, 0 ,n/2 (-1) , ,—-rr- , 0 x-1/2 , 
(-r~) J X,Y /eO ; (-—) ] 
00 ce i k . 
r-> — o C i-k . . , ^ 
E L ^-, ZT t J .^ - (x+y) (4.5.6) 
.'^  ,*^ 1! k! n-k+i 
i=o k=o 
2bt , 2C , 2bt , I 2C . 
where e = 1 - , 0 = 1 + -^  , < 1, < 1 
y y y ' t y ' 
Tf b = o , t = 1 , then e q u a t i o n ( 4 . 5 . 3 ) becomes 
. 2C , n / 2 (m)r r - ^ , 1 / 2 . 2C , m/2 , 
[ 1 + ] J [ X,Y[ 1 + ; S [ 1 + ] ] 
1. y n y y 
= E T T V k <''-^ = ">- l - l^ l ' ' <"•"•'> 
k = o 
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For m = -1, S = 1 equation (4.5.7) gives 
2C , n/2 (-1), , 2C 1/2 . 2C ,-1/2. [ 1 + -y-] J"-^ 'I X,Y[ 1 + -y] ; [ 1 + — ^ ] ] 
^ E - T ^ J ^ (x+y) ' l-f;—I < 1 (4.5.8) 
. k! n-k y 
k=o 
Now making use of the limiting case (4.3.63) in (4.5.3) 
we get 
r 2C , n/2 r 2bt .-n/2 ^ r ^C .1/2 ^ 2bt ,1/2. 
[ 1 + 1 [1 1 J [ y[ 1 + 1 [1 1 
•• ty ^ •• ty ^ n '^-"- ty ^ "^  ly ^ 
06 tc i k . 
« « b C i^k , ^ , ^ 
I E -^, UT- t^ J ....-(y) (4.5.9) 
. *-' 1 ! k! n-k+i 
i=o k=o 
, 2C , , 2bt , 
Where I—; < 1 < 1 
ty ' ' y ' 
We shall now obtain a few special cases of (4.5.9) If 
C=o, t=l, then equation (4.5.9) reduces to a special case of 
Miller [57, P.62(3.30)] 
. 2b - -n/2 , , 2b , 1/2, !! bJ , 2b , 
J=o 
(4.5.10) 
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The r e s u l t ( 4 . 5 . 1 0 ) can a l s o be o b t a i n e d f r o m ( 4 . 5 . 5 ) 
when X >o and m=- l by u s i n g ( 4 . 3 . 6 a ) . 
I f b=o , t = l , t h e n e q u a t i o n ( 4 . 5 . 9 ) reduces t o a s p e c i a l 
case o f M i l l e r [ 6 , P . 6 2 ( 3 . 3 1 ) ] 
, 2C - n / 2 , , 2C T 1/2., _ C , , , 2 6 , 
k=o 
( 4 . 5 . 1 1 ) 
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